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First National Bank Retires
Vice Presidents Chauncey M.D.

Keene And Joseph Emery

tf

Two veteran members of the
staff of the First National Bank
entered into retirement Thurs
day. They were Vice President
Joseph Emery and Assistant Vice
President Chauncey M. D. Keene.
Joe Emery had been with the
bank since May of 1912, a span of
48 years. Chauncey’s term of
I service started in June of 1921.
Both were well known to bank

patrons and had a host of friends.
The conclusion of their service
came under the compulsory reirement of employees of the First
National Bank of Portland at age
"5. The retirement plan of the
Portland bank was extended to
the Rockland branch when the
First National Bank of Rockland
was merged with the First Na
tional Bank of Portland during
the past year.

Republican Headquarters

To Open On Main Street
In Next Two Weeks
The Knox County Republican
Committee will open their cam
paign headquarters in two weeks
time as decided at a meeting held
in the Knox County Court House
Wednesday night. The new site
will be in the premises previous
ly occupied by Gifford's Music
Store at 371 Main Street next to
the Cross Drug Store.
James McCamant of Thom
aston spoke to the assembled
members about a workshop re
fresher course which is being put
into operation to school any intersted persons in the operation
of the up-coming campaign. The

Photo by CampbeU
Commander Robert Davis of the Coast Guard cutter Laurel presents Carl L. Ditmars, damage
controlman second class, of Imogene, Ohio, a medal for good conduct in his three years service in
the Coast Guard. Barney Tims, englneman first class, of Port Oconnor, Texas, next to Diimars, re
ceived a good conduct medal for the second time since joining the service four years ago which en
titles him to wear the bronze star. Gerard R. Dumont, storekeeper second class, of Salmon Fiver,
N. H., on the extreme left, also received a good conduct medal. Behind Commander Davis is Lieu
tenant Walter Foleer who also took part in the ceremonies at the Coast Guard Moorings Friday
morning. The ship’s company was mustered for the presentation ceremony.

Maine Sardines Gain Step Two Million On
*

N. E. Highways

In Battle For Recognition

♦

NEW HANDBOOK TO GUIDE

♦

BOSTON, MASS.—Drivers can
become a statistic this Labor Day
AUGUSTA—A proposal by the proposed by the Council as a
weekend, by being one of the mil
Maine Sardine Council for an result of a controversy with FAO lions of Americans who will re
International Conference on Fish when Maine sardines were turn home safely after their long
in Nutrition has been accepted omitted from the agenda of a j weekend. The Automobile Legal
by the Food and Agricultural world scientific session on sar Association announced today that
Organization of the United Na dines sponsored by the latter an estimated 24 million automotions and the U. S. Government. organization in Rome last fall. ' biles and their passengers will
The matter was followed up
The meeting is scheduled to
return home after Jamming vaca
be held in Washington in Septem by the Bureau of Commercial tion spots for their one last fling
Fisheries
of
the
U.
S.
Fish
and
ber of 1961 with more than 400
at warm weather enjoyment .
scientists and representatives of Wildlife Service and success
In New England, almost two
fully brought to a head a short
80 nations participating.
million vacationers' cars are ex
The Council's executive secre time ago.
pected to pack the highways. Of
tary, Richard E. Reed, and Re FAO will sponsor the affair these, non New England visit
with
the
U.
S.
Government
and
search Director
Joseph F.
ors should account for nearly
Puncochar have been appointed the Service acting as hosts.
one-third of the Labor Day week
to a regional committee for or
end travelers. Three major va
ganization of the affair, while
cation areas will share a large
Census Bureau
Reed will represent that body
percentage of the expected multi
on a national basis at a meeting Offers Citizens
tude, those being: Cape Cod, the
in the Capitol next week.
Coast of Maine, and the Lakes
The Conference will deal with Proof of Age
Region of New Hampshire.
the nutritional qualities of fish
Totaling trucks, buses, and the
ery products both for human
Last year, 206 residents of usual weekend traffic, as many
food and animal feeding ar.d top
as 70 million motor vehicles could
scientists and nutritionists from Maine turned to the U. S. Bureau be on the highways at certain
all parts of the world will dis of the Census for help in proving times during the weekend.
cuss the latest findings and de they were born. These persons
With this Increase in highway
velopments.
were among an estimated 30 mil travelers, ALA suggests that
Reed said that the sessions lion United States residents who drivers practice co-operation, con
were designed to assemble and are without proof of age or birth. centration and courtesy - the “3
present all fishery nutritional The historical records of the C's" of highway safety. Drivers
information which had beer, Census Bureau provide the only not heeding ALA'S suggestion
gathered over the years by source of this information for [ may become traffic statistics
scientists on a world wide basis. most of these 30 million people. I also - their numbers, unfortunate
Several papers on Maine sar Proof of age or birth is needed ly, being in the hundreds, not
dines are expected to be In today to collect Social Security the millions.
cluded on the agenda, he stated. and other retirement benefits. It
The conference was originally is needed to obtain passports. It
Is needed to qualify for Jobs Druggist Goes
carrying certain age or citizen
To Assistance of
Science Course
ship requirements. It is needed
for some forms of insurance.
Stricken Man
Given Help At
Since 1920, the Census Bureau
has
provided
more
than
three
and
Appleton High
The quick work of a local
one-half million persons with
pharmacist was credited with
copies of their Census records on
APPLETON — The science lab
the temporary saving of the life
age, place of birth, citizenship,
oratory at Appleton High School or kinship. Persons seeking such of a 71-ycar-old Rockland man
has been doubled in size this records of fa,cts about themselves who collapsed at the corner of
year aud additional lighting pro should write to the Personal Cen Park and Main Streets at 4:30
vided, according to school offi sus Service Branch, Bureau o' Thursday afternoon.
Edward
cials. New benches and some the Census, Pittsburg, Kansas, Sullivan, who lived with his
equipment has been added to for a Census Records Search Ap brother, Frank, on Bog Road,
provide better facilities for stu plication Form. A fee of $3 Is told rescue firemen that he had
dents.
a dizzy spell just before he fell.
i charged for a search of not more
New textbooks in geometry and i than two censuses for one perFred Goodnow. proprietor of
physics have been purchased and : son and for one copy of the infor Goodnow's pharmacy, grabbed
funds appropriated in town meet mation found. Additional copies a portable inhalator from his
ing last March used to buy basic cost $1 each. An expedited search store and administered oxygen
physics laboratory equipment.
costs $4. Expedited searches are to the unconscious victim until
usually completed within a few the arrival of the fire depart
days while the routine S3 search ment's rescue truck. Firemen
may take up to 30 days, depend James York and Donald RobiIFEMEY'S
ing upon the backlog of requests shaw took over from Goodnow
and ease or difficulty in locating and used an inhalator and
DINER
resusitator to force oxygen into
i the information.
Sullivan's lungs as he was
'Continued
on
Page
Two)
THOMASTON
rushed to Knox Hospital in an
ambulance.
STARTING SEPT. 6th
WHITE OAK
Sullivan, who was a known
Hours Will Be
diabetic succumbed at the hos
GRANGE FAIR
pital late Thursday night.
WARREN
9 a. m. ta I p. m.
Monday thru Saturday
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All the Fixings. Pie
Adults 81.25 — Children 60c

INN

Games and Entertainment

WALDOBORO, MAINE

At 8 P. M.

106-lt

j

WIU BE OPEN UNTIL

AFTER LABOR DAY’
THE HOURS WILL BE
11:30 A. M. to 8:30 P. M.
CLOSED TUESDAYS

105-EOT-113

FALL TERM OPENS WEDNESDAY
A 32 page Rockland High School , sections take up such things as
Handbook will be issued to each academic requirements, report
pupil with the start of school. It i cards to parents, the honor roll,
is the first time that such a book, , the National Honor Society, discicontaining official rules and reg I pli”e, bov-girl relationships, and
ulations of the school, has been personal conduct in general.
otci.ons are also devoted to de
made up for Rockland High, and
students are urged to keep it scriptions of the various pro
handy throughout the year for grams of study, guidance servready reference, as well as tak ' ices, and information on college
ing it home so that parents may beard exams. Still others take
I up procedures and policies re
become familiar with it.
The book was planned by stu garding use of the school library,
dents, teachers, the principal, fire driU, school insurance, work
and the directors of School Ad permits, and the use of the tele
ministrative District 5. It con phone.
Special sections are devoted to
tains 10 sections covering all
phases of school life and sets sports and to the 16 clubs and or
forth clearly the standards to ganizations active in the school
which pupils are expected to con under the head of outside activi
ties. Such handbooks have been
form.
Section one has to do with at issued before in other schools and
tendance, tardiness, make-up. are coming into wide use in the
passes, and the like and other larger high schools of the state.

—

AUCTION

-

LEGION HALL — UNION

The public works department of the City of Rockland is busy tearine up White Street and will
resurface the 425 foot stretch of road that runs alongside the Knox Hospital bv the end of next week.
They will use the new soil cement method in completing the job by mixing the surface material wi h
cement and toppine it off with a three inch hard surface. The existing grades are being improved
and subterranean drainage installed in the project.
Photo by CampbeU

Three Warren
Are Improving
All three people injured in the
fatal accident tn Warren on
Wednesday were reported as
much improved Friday after
noon. William T. Fairclough.
76. Reading, Mass., whose wife
Mabel was killed in the accident
seemed better. State Police, as
yet, have not been able to ob
tain his version of the accident,
but feel that he must have
blacked out when he veered
into the wrong lane and collided
head on with the Maryland car.
Mrs. Lucille Cross. 48. and
Miss Irene Walker, 56, both of
Takoma Park, Md., were re
ported much better and not suf
fering from any Internal in
juries.
Mrs. Fairclough who was rid
ing beside her husband when the
accident happened was reported
as having died instantly from a
massive skull fracture by Dr.
Hugo Hochschild, medical ex
aminer.

Week Of Beefing Up Faces Tigers

Three tough Tigers indulge in some rugged line play al »he Thursday practice session at South
Field. The player with his shoulder in the mid-sec inn of the would-be blocker on the right slipped
through in spite of the efforts of the player on the ground who hit him too low and the one on the
right who hit too high and was himself blocked out by the hard drive of his opponent.
Photo by Bob Mayo
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Chicken Supper, S to 8

MED-O-MAK

OCTOBER 31

ROCKLAND HIGH STUDENTS AS

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 3

2 P. M.
Fancy Work, Ccoked Food,
Grabs, Vegetables, Christmas
Toys, Ice Cream, Candy

City Resurfacing White Street

Crash Victims

Over Labor Day

By FOA Of United Nations

e

course emphasizes techniques in
"getting out the vote" and ex
plains the goals and platform of
the Republican Party.
The next county committee
meeting will be held in the new
hoqdouarters on Sept. 15. At
that time plans will be laid for
,.k nc.dmg of three sessions in
Rockiand. Camden, and Thomas
ton on the fourth, fifth and sixth
of October respectively.
The new location besides acting
as campaign headquarters will
also be the central office for the
P'-od for Governor Club, said
Mike Quinn, district chairman.

The Rockland football Tigers
will practice Saturday, but will
have Monday off. Coach Bob
Morrill said Friday. The squad,
faced with the opening game
against Madison a week from
today, has been working hard
this week on fundamentals since
the scrimmage on Wednesday
against Boothbay Region re
vealed the fact that much work
needed to be done on blocking
and tackling.
An addition to the squad this
week has been Billy Stinson who
is a backfield candidate with

considerable speed and, what is
more important, desire. His
chances of at least a part time
job in the Tiger offensive unit
are considered good.
Coach Mon-ill, trying to patch
up the Rockiand frontier, riddled
by graduation, has decided on
using last year's regular center.
Billy Barbour, at an end spot.
He has been trying out Bob
Fowler on the opposite flank
and these two may well be start
ing against Madison. At tackles.

all the line candidates in an
effort to get the best blocking
possible, Billy Karl has been
working out at center since
Charles Wade suffered the
shoulder injury w’hich is apt to
sideline him for some time.
The squad has been given
simple plays thus far with only
fundamentals stressed but have
in prospect a rugged week after
Labor Day when the offensive
pattern to be used against the
Bulldogs will have to be
learned.

Saturday, Sept. 3 - 7 p. m.

Starting Our First Sale After
Union Fair the Above Date.
HARVEY GURNEY, Auctioneer
106-lt .

Drive Safely Over Labor Day

"Home Sweet Home" was
originally part of an opera, first
sung at a performance in Lou
don in 1883.

School Bus Regulations

Listed By Kinney Who Asks

Parents To Urge Observance
ing and bid him good eve
Superintendent Bruce Kinney
ning when going home at
of School District 5 in Rockland,
night.
South Thomaston and Owls Head
Parents are cautioned not to
lists the following regulations
which will govern the conduct of send pupils to the bus stops too
students using school buses this early in the morning because of
lack of supervision. Schools can
year.
Kinney asks that parents con not accept responsibility for
vey the meaning of these rules, ' pupils until they are on the bus.
and the importance of following
them, to their children prior to Rockland Pair
the start of the bus schedules next
Held In Norfolk
week.
«
1. All pupils shall be ready in
the morning at the usual For Vagrancy
time for the bus to arrive at
The Knox County Sheriff's De
their homes or at the "School
Bus Stop". The bus cannot partment said Friday afternoon
wait for those who are tardy. that two Rockianders, a girl of
2. The driver is in full charge '16, or possibly 17, and a 19 year
of the bus and the pupils. old boy are being held by poPupils will obey the driver i lice in Norfolk, Va, They were
promptly and cheerfully.
arrested in the Southern city
3. Do not stand in the roadway Friday on charges of vagrancy
while waiting for the bus.
after police determined they had
4. If the driver wishes he may no funds and no visible means
assign seats in the bus and of support.
pupils will take the seats
The sheriff's office identified
the boy as Arthur Howard
assigned.
5. When the bus is in motion, Thomas, 19, of Suffolk Street,
do not stand, extend your Rockland. He is on parole from
arms out of windows, move tbe Men's Reformatory at South
about, or leave or enter the Windham. A warrant charging
him with failure to report to his
bus.
probation officer, Harold Webb
6. Damage done to seats or ;
other equipment must be , of Union, was issued before the
arrest in Norfolk.
paid for by the pupil.
The girl, who comes under the
7. See that your conservation is protection of the state’s Juve
clean, and never loud or nile laws, is understood to have
boisterous.
been on parole from the State
8. Always treat your fellow School for Girls.
A missing
pupils with courtesy.
persons bulletin was issued on
9. In leaving the bus remain her on Aug. 24.
seated until lt stops. If you
Court action will not occur
cross the road, do so in front until Tuesday due to the Satur
of the bus after making sure day closing of local courts and
the highway is clear.
Labor Day on Monday.
10. No pupils will leave the bus
without the driver's consent Steam Line Break
except at home and at
school.
At Green Island
Please refrain from unneces
sary conversation with the Plant Friday
driver.
The Fire Department waa
12. Throwing or snatching of
hats, caps, books .dinner called to the Green Island Pack
pails, etc., will not be per ing Company plant at about 8:30
Friday morning where a nipple
mitted on the bus.
13. Pupils shall help in keeping on a four inch steam line had
the bus clean. Do not throw let go, filling the packing sec
paper or other refuse on the tion with steam. Someone on
the outside mistook the steam
floor.
14. The right of pupils to ride for smoke and rang an alarm.
Clayton Witham, a plant offi
in the bus is conditioned on
their behavior and observ cial, said that no one was In
ance of these rules. Drivers jured in spite of the fact that
are authorized to enforce the steam was under 125 pounds
these rules and to make other of pressure. He felt that all con
suggestions in line with good cerned were fortunate to escape
injury and said the noise of the
citizenship
15. Always address your bus pipe breaking was "like a bomb".
driver courteously. It is well Workers in the building scattered
to speak to him in the mom- out quickly.

PHIL'S

EATS

The BIGGEST little BUSINESS IN TOWN

309 MAIN STREET - ROCKLAND
WILL BE OPEN LABOR DAV 5 P. M. to 1 A. M.

REGULAR SCHEDULE — OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND
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CLOSED EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
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EDITORIAL

LOOK WHAT LOOK

New Zealand's scenery has
been called international—they
have 1) Norwegian fiords; 2)
Swiss Alps; 3) Alaskan glaciers:
4) volcanic mountains very
similar in appearance to Japan’s
Fuji; 51
geysers and hot
springs nearly identical to Yel
lowstone’s: 6» pastoral valleys
similar to England and Scot
land; and 7i huge sheep farms,
patterned after those in Aus
tralia.

Railroads Fight

Ray Cross New Golf Champ

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

DID

The editors of Look by now must feel a little silly
over their dropping the State of Maine out of a magnifificent, 60 page spread in the national magazine featuring
New England. Editors have belabored them in their
columns and one, perhaps more, political figures have
called their attention to their error.

.Much of the history and beauty of New England is
here in Maine. All that showed up in the color display
was a cartoon on M aine tides. This did mention Maine.
However the other spot granted us, a fine winter scene
on Dodges Mountain in color by Kosti Ruohomaa show
ing Alan Bird's cottage next to the Ruohomaa farm in a
blizzard wasn't even identified.
Photo by Bob Mayo
NEW CHAMPION ANO RUNNER-UP — Ka.v Cross, right, de
feated Doug Heald. left, in the final match Thursday afternoon
for the Kockland Golf Club Championship. Cross, who won the
match li and 5, replaces perennial champion Al Emery who was de
feated in an early round this year.
Ray Cross became the Rock A was Miss Priscilla Staples
land Golf Club's 19C0 champion who had a 9): Mrs. Athleen Mc
Thursday as he defeated Doug Rae had the most pars, eight;
Mrs. Emery Howard led in the
Heald 6 and 5 in the final number of birdies with two: and
match He replaces Al Emery Mrs. Charlotte Staples the least
as club champ as the latter lost number of putts, 31.
out in an early round of this
In Class B. Mrs. Barbara
year's tourney.
Coffin had the best poker hand
Thursday morning the usual with Mrs. Virginia Bird, sec
women’s tourney was held and ond.
Mrs. Betty Axtell fin
the low gross winner in Class ished with th? least putts, 16.

Every publisher has days when nothing goes right
and everyone seems to have two left hands and thoughts
are elsewhere. It seems that the big fellows in the pub
lishing field have extended periods of such things.
Now that that is over with, may we suggest to the
editors of Look that Maine is due for a spread and recog
nition as a part of the United States.

IF YOU DRIVE THIS WEEKEND TAKE IT EASY

Officials concerned with such things note that some
two million cars will be rolling over New England high
ways Labor Day weekend. The roads will be crowded.
People will be hurrying to get home while others will be
in a rush to get to their weekend vacation spot. Some
where along the line there are going to he tight jams in
traffic. Cars will come together and people will die,
or at least suffer injuries. All we can offer in the way
of advice is — stay off the roads if at all possible. If
you must drive, be ready to duck at any time. Outguess
ing the other fellow, while observing safety rules closely,
may let you and your passengers get home in shape to go
to work Tuesday. G»x>d luck.

POPULATION GROWTH IS BASIC

PORTABLE BLEACHERS FOR 100

BOUGHT WITH FUNDS DONATED
BY CLASSES OF '55 AND '53
A set of portable bleachers has
been purchased by the Rockland
High School Athletic Council from
a Berwick firm and will be placed
’ at South Field for use during the
football season and later placed
on the stage at the Community
Building to increase seating ca
pacity there. The bleachers,
which consist of five tiers 24 feet

long, will seat nearly 100.
Funds for their purchase were
left for use of the school by the
classes of 1953 and 1955. They
are made by a firm which spe
cializes in the construction of
portable bleachers and are of
iron and wood construction.
• They will be in place in time
for the Madison game a week
from Saturday.

Since 1953. the Post Office De
partment has been transporting
four cent letter mail between
certain areas of the country on
an experimental basis. The air
lines have been carrying this
mail when and to the extent, that
space is available.
This has meant that an ever
growing volume of ordinary firstclass mail has been delivered to
its destination up to 46 hours
earlier than would otherwise
have been the case. Since busi
ness mail comprises about 30
percent of all first-class mail
the boon to businessmen is
readily apparent. About five
million regular first-class letters
are now being “airlifted" each
day.
This is progress toward the
Post Office Department's an
nounced goal of next-day de
livery of first-class mail any
where within the Continental
Jniled States.
Realization of this goal will
be prevented if a bill, which
passed the House of Representa
tives last July should achieve
passage in the Senate and
should escape or overcome the
Presidential veto. The Cunning
ham Bill, H. R. 12595 would
specifically forbid the transpor
tation of regular first-class mail
by air. The basis for this ac
tion was alleged loss of revenue
to the railroads, a specious
argument as the Post Office De
partment pays the railroads 340
million dollars annually in trans
portation costs and less than
3‘v million dollars annually to
the air lines for this service.
Airlifting of first-class mall in
New England began in mid
June 1960 giving service for Bos
ton mailers to Cleveland and
Chicago. It can be expected
that this service will be ex
panded to include other larger
cities in New England if the De
partment is allowed to continue
and expand this service.

Census Bureau
(Continued

ROCKLAND GOLFING WOMEN — The Rockland Women's
Golf Association held their annual luncheon at Portlaw Inn in Cam
den Friday afternoon and elected officers for the coming year.
Seated left to right are: Mrs. Emery Howard, president; Mrs.
Alfred Hill, vice president and women’s champion. Standing, left
to right, are: Mrs. Stephen Germick, first prize winner in Class B;
Miss Priscilla Anderson, medal play winner; and Mrs. Charles
Wotton, runner-up in Class A for the club championship.
Photo by Bob Mayo
The relative shallowness of the
Grand Banks is thought to be
due, in part, at least, to the
earthy material dropped here
when the Greenland and Labra
dor currents meet the warmer
waters of the Gulf Stream, melt
ing many icebergs.

All Stars Take

Softball Series

i PAVI NG

1

From Legion
ROCKPORT-The Knox Softball League All-Stars trampled
the Thomaston Legion 20-1 in the
final game of their three game
series Thursday night to take
the series two games to one.
All proceeds of the final two
games were donated to the
Jimmy Fund
Roger Barter led the hitters
with five for five and both Ai
Walker and Ken Jacobson belted
bases loaded triples for the win
ners.
The Legion team won the
league pennant in the first year
of the circuit’s operation.

PLASTIC

LAMINATING
Of Newspaper Clippings.
Photographs, Identification
Cards and Documents.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
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ROCKPORT

Torpedoes And Redlegs
Start Three Game Playoff

Series Sunday Afternoon
ST. GEORGE — The first game
of the final play-off series be
tween the champion St. George
Torpedoes and runner-up Dam
ariscotta will be played here
Sunday starting at 2 o'clock. The
second game is slated for Monday
at Damariscotta, at the same
hour. The third game, if neces
sary, will be played at St. George
also, probably a week from this
Sunday
A large crowd is expected to
view the Sunday affair as St.
George has had good attendance
all year. In addition, a band con
cert of an hour’s duration has
been scheduled, starting at I
o’clock with the Camden Legion
Band perfoming.
Expected to start on the mound
are a pair of left handers, Dave
Lowell of St. George and big Red
Lazarus of Damariscotta. Low
ell, who twice this year has
fanned 17 batters in a game,
has been erratic on occasion dur
ing the latter part of the season
but is virtually unbeatable when

right.
Lazarus has pitched
strongly in the late stages and
saved the Redlegs in the pre
liminary play-off against Waldo
boro as he came on in relief to i
throttle the Townies the rest of
the way.
St. George won the pennant in
the closest league race in many
years with three of the four
teams having a chance up to the
final week.
Only Thomaston
faded in the stretch, while St.
George, playing tight baseball,
managed to stave off the threats
of both Waldoboro and Damar
iscotta

MILLER'S
GARAGE

KEEP YOUR SON or DAUGHTER

POSTED

EFFECTIVE

o„ the

“HOME TOWN NEWS”

The Best Place To
Buy a
USED

GOOD

THREE

$j?r.oo

ISSUES OF THE

CAR

25-31 Rankin Street

137-S-tf
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GENTHNERS

SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
FOR COLLEGE YEAR

SERVICE STATION
650

The Mayan Indians of Yuca
tan. Honduras and Guatemala
have been called the Greeks of
the New World'. They built
stone cities, huge teniffles and
monuments often covering many
acres, studied astronomy and
mathematics, and developed a
calendar more accurate than
ours — all before Columbus
crossed the Atlantic.

______

TRIM BOAT PROPERLY

Page Oie)

Pre-Mother’s Day sales in de
partment stores are now sec
ond in volume only to the Christ
mas selling season.

Air cargo traffic in the U.S.
in 1958 amounted to about SOC
million ton-miles 3‘v
times
Over 60' < of the total electric greater than in 1947.
generating capacity of the Unit
ed States has been installed in
the last 10 years.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette I

ECONOMIC FUTURE OF WORLD
DOMYOWMOA®

from

The personal information in the
records of the 1900 and later Cen
suses is confidential by law and
may be furnished only upon the
written request of the person to
whom it relates or, for a proper
purpose, a legal representative
such as guardian or administra
tor of an estate. Information re
garding a child who has not
reached legal age may be ob
tained upon the written request
of either parent.

FORCE IN POLITICAL AND
Population growth is a power- - prosperity, and rising living
ful basic force both here and standards but. on the contrary
in the world at large, says The ! offer assurance that business,
First National Bank of Boston labor, and government will be ,
in the September issue of its! challenged with many acute ,
New England Letter. Continu-1 problems.
ing, the Bank says, The chal The number reaching the age
lenges and problems associated | of 18—the working age for many
with the number of people, their —in the 1960-65 period will aver
location changes, age, and age 2.8 million per year. This
occupational shifts offer a topic will rise by about one third in
refreshingly free from political the second half of the decade to
considerations of the moment, j 3.7 million per year. With al
A present population of some lowance for a marked increase
180 million represents an in in the number entering college
crease during the 1950 s of 28 —where enrollments may in
million, or nearly three million crease as much as 92 percent
per year. This largest 10-year | by 1970 — and remaining for
gain in our history results from longer periods to attain ad
the post-war boom in marriages vanced degrees, for increased
and births, and continued pro participation of women in the
gress in extending life expect labor force, and for a tendency
ancy.
The average annual to earlier retirements, it is esti
population increases of the past mated that the number in the
decade of 1.8 percent has moved labor force—ages 14 and overclose to the 2.1 percent of the will increase in the Sixties by
1890’s and early 1900’s, and 13.5 million of 50 percent more
compares with 1.4 percent in than the gain of the Fifties.
the 1940’s and 7/lOth of 1 per This would be equivalent to an
cent in the 1930’s. The addition average of more than 25.000
during the 1950's is equivalent new workers each week, with
roughly to the i960 oppulation of the number somewhat lower in
the 26 smallest states in the the nearby years, and dramati
Union—all those having 2.5 mil cally higher in 1965 and after.
lion to as much as 40 million The huge capital requirements
based upon varying birthrate implied by such labor force
assumptions used by the Bureau growth are evident, with an esti
of the Census in its population mated average investment now
projections.
probably upwards of $15,000 to
Whereas the net additions to provide one job.
population in the Fifties were
Another facet of this age shift
primarily in the ages under 15, is the changing ratio between
increases in the Sixties will be the dependent population (under
heavily concentrated in the ! 20 and over 64) and the eco
young adult group (ages 20-34). nomically active group iages 20
Those who will reach these im to 64). This dependency ratio
portant working, marrying, and declined steadily from 1820.
independent-buying ages, are al when there were 153 dependents
ready born and their impact , lo every 100 workers, to 1940
upon our colleges, the labor ; when there were but 70 depend
force, housing, and consumer ents. The figure has risen to
markets can
furnish some around 90 at present, and could
fairly definite statistics to "con well increase further in the
jure with". It goes without say Sixties. This trend poses an
ing that mere numbers are no additional burden upon our pro
guarantee of economic growth. ductivity if we are to maintain
; our level of living.
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MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

MAILED ANYWHERE... just call
or write

TEL. LYric 4-8927

Is Now Under the Personal
Supervision and Management of

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT

PHONE

JACK STANLEY
I Will Bo Pleased To Serve My Many Old Friends,

P

COURIER-GAZETTE
465

MAIN STREET

LY 4-4401
ROCKLAND, MAINE

As Well As New Customers with the Some Prompt and

START THEIR SUBSCRIPTION

Courteous Service As In the Past.

NOW

so they will have it WHEN THEY ARRIVE AT SCHOOL

JACK STANLEY.

106-lt

106-lt

talk of the

May Give Deep Sea Fishermen
Considerable Aid In Work

COUNTY
Rockland — Kenneth Payson,

! 38, of Rockland was treated at
J Knox Hospital for a jammed foot
Sept. 6 — The World War I Auxi when a jack fell injuring the toes
liary will meet at the GAR Hall
of his right foot. The accident
at 7:30 p. m.
happened while he was at work,
Sept. 14—Knox County Republi
can Women's Club supper meet Friday. Maxine Whiting, 28, of
ing at the Community Building Rockland was treated Thursday
for a cut finger which she susin Union.
Sept. 16 — Naomi Chapter. OES, ' tained while washing dishes at
inspection will be held at the j home.
Masonic Hall in Tenants Har
j
Tenants Harbor — Lewis Turn
bor.
Sept. 16 — The Rockland Rubin er, 47, of Tenants Harbor was
stein Club pot luck buffet sup taken to Knox Hospital by am
per at 6:30 p. m. at the home bulance for a possible fracture
of Mrs. Nettie Frost. 48 Cam of the ankle. He twisted his
den Street.
ankle on a stone Friday after
noon.

Rockland — The board of di
directors of the Depositors Trust
Company has voted payment of
a semi-annual dividend of $1.50
per share it was announced to
day. The payment will be made
Oct. 10 to stockholders of rec
ord as of 3 p. m. on Oct. 3.

DIED
Bridges—At Portland. Sept. 2,
Mrs. Julia S. Bridges, formerly
of Rockland, age 57 years. Fun
eral services will be held Sunday
at 2 p. m. from the Russell Fun
eral Home with Rev. William J.
Robbins officiating. Interment
will be in Achorn Cemetery.
Sullivan — At Rockland, Sept.
1, Edward T. Sullivan, age 71
years.
Funeral arrangements
are being made with the Burpee
Funeral Home.
Vincent—At Camden, Sept. 2,
Mrs. Alice Vincent of Camden.
Funeral arrangements are being
made with the Laite Funeral
Home in Camden.
McDonald—At Camden, Sept. 2,
Edward W. McDonald of Rock
port, age 74 years. Funeral ar
rangements are being made with
the Laite Funeral Home in Cam
den.

Rockland — City intern Robert
Palmer, who returned from the
New England Town and City
Managers’ Institute Thursday,
said that more than 120 people
were present at the session held
at the University of Maine. City
Manager Charles Haynes and in
tern Forrest French also attend
ed the session which was the
second largest held in the ■ his
tory of the University of Maine.
Topics discussed were the sub
division of city areas, welfare
organization, attracting new in
dustries to local areas, and prop
CARD OF THANKS
Mrs. Florence Sherman, who
erty taxes. Following the three
Jay meeting which ended Wed recently celebrated her 85th birth
nesday, Haynes took his annual day, wishes to thank the many
vacation and will return to his friends for cards and gifts. Also
to advise that she is at the Rose
city desk on Sept. 12.
iSmith Nursing Home,*49 Pleas> ant Street, Rockland, and not Ma
Lewiston — The Maine State sonic Street as stated in the
Fair at Lewiston opens Sunday paper.
106*lt
with afternoon and evening pro
grams featuring races between RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
trotting ponies. The Fair pro Once more our Heavenly
gram continues through Sept. 12 Father in His divine wisdom, has
with the continuous features seen fit to enter our Fraternal
being pari-mutual harness rac Circle and remove from our
midst our esteemed Brother Per
ing, the traditional midway at ley Benner.
tractions. agricultural exhibits,
RESOLVED: That in the pass
horse and cattle pulling, horse ing of our Brother, Acorn Grange,
showing and livestock exhibi No. 418. has lost a good and
faithful member.
tions.
Be It Further Resolved that we
Thomaston — Archer Scribner, I extend to the bereaved family
Thomaston town manager, has j our deepest sympathy, that our
Charter be draped in his memory
announced that the tdwn office, for a period of thirty days. That
starting Sept. 3, will be open a copy of these resolutions be
until 12 noon Saturdays.
spread upon our records and a
copy be sent to the family.
Owls Head — Donald Carlson,
Committee on Resolutions
FANNIE DAVIS
23 month old son of Mr. and Mis.
EVELYN DELANO
Francis Carlson of Owls Head
KATHERYN MALONEY
was treated at Knox Hospital for
106-lt
deep lacerations to the bridge of

the nose. He was reported to
CARD OF THANKS
have fallen on the running board
We wish to express our heart
of a car at home. Friday morn felt thanks and appreciation to
ing.
our many, many friends who
helped to make our Golden Wed
ding Anniversary such a happy
and memorable occasion. The
IN MEMORIAM
In Respect For Deputies Frank many personal gifts, beautiful
J. Buzynski ar.d Frank E. Ross. flowers from friends and organi
Jr., Knox County Sheriff's Patrol. zations, telephone messages, gifts
Who Were Killed In The Line Of of money from friends and neigh
bors, beautiful cards <91 in num
Duty, September 4, 1959.
Dedicated men, they patrolled ber i. to friends and neighbors
night after night: aiding the dis- who donated refreshments, to
tres«ed and preserving the peace Delia Lowell, Harriet Grover,
and Lura Sawyer who helped
of Rural Knox Cour.ty.
serve, to our daughter-in-law,
Knox County Deputy
Louise, who made all plans and
Sheriffs’ Association
106-lt was hostess, to grandsons, Alan
and Stephen, who circulated the
guest book and greeted guests
IN MEMORIAM
In Loving Memory of Frank E. and to our son, Kenneth, for his
Ross, Jr., who lost his life Sept. many acts of kindness we ex
4. 1959, while preserving the tend our deepest appreciation.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Carroll
peace of the county.
629 Old County Road, City.
His Family.
106-lt
106*lt

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Deputy
Frank J. Buzynski. who was
killed while on duty. Sept. 4, 1959.
There is no death
To those whose hearts are set
On higher things than this life
doth afford;
How shall their passing leave one
least regret,
Who go to join their Lord?
Harriette Buzynski
Neil. John and David
106*It

TOO LATE
TO CLASSIFY

NINE Room House in Thomas
ton for sale, needs repairs, $3200.
For appointment. TEL. FLeetwood 4-6557.
106-tf
24" DELTA Jig Saw for sale,
$65.
ALICE FERNALD. Tel.
LYric 4-8995.___
106*108
40" ADMIRAL Electric Range
for sale: also, small white enam
CARD OF THANKS
el stove with oil burners and pipe;
I wish to thank all my friends, milker outfit, motor, pipe and petneighbors and relatives for the cocks. 36 GLEASON STREET,
cards, flowers and gifts sent me ! Thomaston.
106*108
while a patient at Knox Hospital.
Anne Richmond
x Rockland, Maine
106*lt
St. George Vol. Fire Dept.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
thanks and appreciation to our
friends, neighbors and relatives
for their many acts of kindness
and expression of sympathy dur
ing cur recent bereavement. For
the beautiful flowers and cards
and use of cars. Special thanks
to Barrett Jordan, Rev. J.
Charles MacDonald, Rev. Kate
Curtis and Evelyn and George.
Mr. and Mrs Perley Niles
106*lt

SATURDAY, SEPT. 3rd

8 P. M. - MIDNIGHT
WILHO ELGLAND’S ORCH.
Door Prizes — Refreshments
(Dreas - Informal i
Donation $1.00
103-106

a
O

Exp.
Roll
Exp.
Roll

50c

$2.95

75c

! $3.95

JURA PHOTO SERVICE

CALDERWOOD

P. O. BOX 800
ROCKLAND, MAINE

TEL.

LYric 4-8655

104-109

LANE ROAD THROUGH TO BATH
The State Highway Commis-, Street easterly to connect with
sion will open bids Sept. 21 for existing U.S. 1 just east of
Cook's Corner.
a highway construction project
The ultimate objective is to
in Brunswick, another step in, buiW a fOur.iane divided highthe relocation of U. S. Route 1 way from the junction of Plea
in that area.
sant and Mill Streets in Bruns
The two projects, to be let wick to a point near the newunder a single contract, call for elevated approach to the Carl
the construction of a traffic ton Bridge in Bath.
facility at the junction of Maine
Big Christmas Tree: In 1948.
and Mill (UJS. 1) Streets to
allow through traffic on the the Jaycees of Bellingham,
busy coastal route to cross Washington, set up a 134 foot
Maine Street and Water Street community tree—and in 1949, a
without
interruption.
Struc 153 foot one. The record, how
tures will be built to carry ever, for tall community trees.
Maine Street and Water Stree't! seems to go to a Seattle suburb,
over relocated U.S. 1 and i Northgate, with a 221 footer in
ramps will provide full traffic 1950. It weighed 25 tons, car
movement
between
Maine ried 3,500 colored bulbs, and
Street, U. S. I and adjacent city had a helicopter complete the
streets. The project begins at top decorations.
a point, just west of Bow Street
Fifty-four per cent of the na
on Mill (U.S. 1» and extends
easterly just under a half mile tions 15 million urban families
to the beginning of the project will have incomes over $7,500
now underway near Stone Street. his year.
Plans show that the section of
CARD OF THANKS
U.S. 1, a four-lane
high- , I wish to thank the members
, divided
.. ,
way, will go under Maine Street of the pirst Baptist church, my
so that Maine Street wiU remain ; friends, relatives and neighbors,
at about its present level.
A j for the many acts of kindness
steel and concerte structure shown me during my illness.
Mary Ulmer
with a span of seventy-five feet
Gurdy Street 106-lt
will carry Maine Street; it will
have a roadway width of 76
feet, an 8-foot sidewalk on the
west side and a 6-foot sidewalk
on the east side. The structure
that will carry Water Street
consists of two spans for an
overall length of 123 feet; it
will have a 30-foot roadway and
a 5-foot sidewalk on the east
side. The contract also includes
the paving of Maine Street from
the Brunswick-Topsham Bridge
southerly to the Maine Central
railroad tracks and the rebuild
ing of city streets adjacent to
the overpasses at Maine Street
and Water Street.
These projects are the second
step of presently programmed
construction to build from a
point near Bow Street on Mill

Slow Down
at Night

Obituary

THE RIGHT COMBINATION

Remit with Coin
Write fer Mailing Envelopes
SOdf

Laid and Send

IV. C.

106-lt

fine printing

— WANTED —
MAN FOR

AUTO WASHING AND

POLISHING
Permanent Employment, Vacations and

Insurance Benefits
I

MILLER'S GARAGE
25-31 RANKIN STREET
ROCKLAND

is created through the

106-107

cooperation of the skilled

printer with the customer

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

Inspiration
Bible

and the proper blending of inks,

from the

E. T. Nelson, lnc.(

colors, design and Maine made

Dodge - Dodge Dart - Lark

Sales and Service

papers to produce a pleasing

There shall be no evil
happen to the Just.
Proverbs 12:21

First Choice Used Cars

TEL. LY 4-4481 ROCKLAND
RT. 1, NEW COUNTY RD. ,
We Give S. 4 H. Stamp*

and effective result.

Watch for "Inspiration
from the Bible” in This
Space Every Saturday.

When a loved one ha*
departed, leaving many
tasks to be performed and
problems to be solved,
our trained staff prove*
genuinely helpful.

That Generations

The Courier-Gazette

to Come may
Remember

Commercial Printing Department

DAVIS

465 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
RHONE LYric 4-4401

Funeral Homes
ROCKLAND and
THOMASTON
1-8-tl

ONE OF ROCKLAND'S
BETTER HOMES

BURPEE
Funeral Home

South Thomaston Volunteer Fire Department

ANNUAL BALL

I

Spruce Head Community Hall

8:30 p. m. to 12 Midnight

RUSSELL JACK'S ORCHESTRA
Donation $1.00

PRIZES

WARREN

Tel. CR 3-2981

CAMDEN

Tel. CE 6-2201

Kaox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties

S-tf

Poultry

For Sale
WEST MEADOW ROAD
14,000 capacity, central heating system and hot water.
Approx. 20 acres. 2 family home if desired.
RAYMOND REED
WEST MEADOW ROAD — TEL. LY 4-5962 After IP. M.
106*It

TEL. LYric 4-4212
110 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
135-S-tf

RUSSELL

Chester Brooks

105-106

A-30. North End: Here is a charming, modern home,
built for gracious living, set on o beautifully land
scaped lot. First floor: sun porch, living room, dining
room, den, kitchen, and flush. Three bedrooms and
bath upstairs Deep, dry cement cellar, hot water
heat, oil fired. One car garage and outdoor fireplace.
This is an unusually attractive, well kept-up property.

a

OF

rxxxr:
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, avtv k IIiOh a(
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Prop.

AMBULANCE SERVICE

ment, your choice is not
only for your lifetime, but
•or generations to come. We can
help you find .lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each is
backed by a signed guarantee to
you, your heirs, or your desceDtlantt.

Saturday, Sept. 3,1960

REFRESHMENTS

BARRET M. JORDAN,
Established 1830

w choosing a family mow

Farm

SAVE

MRS. DONALD

145 TALBOT AVENUE

BRUNSWICK START OF FOUR

I. 0. 0. F. HALL
TENANTS HARBOR

IO

4-5 Yean Old

ROUTE 1 ROAD PROJECT AT

FIREMEN’S BALL

Roll Dev. and Printed

Nursery School

functioning of the trawl gear,
causing it to rise from the bottom,
the trawl door opens. This throws
the spring-loaded switch on the
door and the light in the pilot
house goes out.
Once a concentration of fish
has been plotted by echo sound
ing, it is important to keep the
trawl on course and moving at a
closely regulated speed. A ground
indicator, similar to a speedo
meter, helps the crew determine
progress of the trawl along the
sea bottom without reference to
wind, current or propeller speed.
Impulses from this contact de
vice. transmitted along the cable
from sea depths to the crew
above, also aid in maneuvering
the trawl close to on-bottom con
tours.
Another advantage in using the*
cable is that thermometers in
stalled on the warp indicate the
temperatures where the nets are
fishing. Since fish concentrations
may be governed by slight
changes in temperature, knowl
edge of these variations aid crew
men in keeping their trawls in the
more heavily fish populated wa
ters.
By means of a device attached
near the trawl door, the warp
will relay changes in the strain
between the net and the door,
indicating whether the catch is
heavy or light.
And in what may prove to be
one of its most important uses,
the cable can be equipped with
lights, fathoms deep, to attract
the fish into the trawl’s path.
All of this, of course, spells
bad news for the fish and good
news for the commercial fishing
industry and fish enthusiasts.

ANNUAL

OPENING
SEPT. 12

Fish everywhere are taking a
dim view of a new "electronic
fishing line” developed by U. S.
Steel's American Steel and Wire
Division, which holds promise of
bigger catches for commercial
fishermen.
The new line, produced at the
Wire Division’s Electrical Cable
Works, at Worcester, Mass., ac
tually is a steel cable carrying
electrical conductors which could
make it possible for commercial
fishermen to use a wide range of
electrical and electronic devices
to indicate the exact depth of
their nets, when the nets are on
the bottom, the ground speed of
their trawl and the size of their
catch.
The cable, designed to make
commercial fishing more scien
tific, is being tested by the U. S.
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries’
exploratory fishing vessel, John
N. Cobb, off the Pacific Coast.
Specifically, the new cable, or
“warp'' as it is known in trawl
ing jargon, can be used with a
number of devices to improve
yield. A depth telemeter attached
to the warp indicates how deep
the trawl is fishing, thus permit
ting crews to lower or raise the
nets with pin-point accuracy to
snare a catch located beforehand
by echo sounding.
Another instrument which can
feed information through the new
cable is an on-bottom indicator.
This signal device is triggered by
a spring-loaded switch on the
bottom of the trawl door. When
the door is closed, because of the
pressure of the sea bottom
against it, a light burns in the
pilot house. If trawling speed is
too fast or underwater currents
are encountered which affect the

tinsville. Aug. 31. He struck a
car belonging to Virgil Morse,
Municipal Court Jr., of Tenants Harbor and
SHOW STAGED WEDNESDAY
pushed the car from the rear
some 62 feet off the road. He
THURSDAY
BENEFITED CONGO CHURCH
pleaded guilty and Judge Adam*
There were two cases for traf suspended a fine of $40, taking
WARREN — Summer Variety wood, accompanied by Nancy
fic violations heard in Rockland possession of Lowe's license for
Show, presented by a group of Norwood.
Municipal Court Thursday morn 10 days. He also recommended
young people coached by Dana
Quartet, Louise Lord, Nancy ing. Clifton Loon, 65. of Mon that the state suspend his
Smith, HI, and for the bene
mouth pleaded guilty to failing to operator's license for 60 days.
fit of the Second Congregational Spear, Carolyn Perkins, and
• • •
stop at a stop sign on Elm Street
Diane
Lunden;
solo,
“
True
Church, was held at the Town
Thomas C. Littlefield, 18, of
at School Street in Camden. Aug.
Love
”
,
Louise
Lord;
“
He'll
Have
Hall Wednesday evening.
Thomaston defaulted a charge
28. He paid a fine of $20
Taking part in the opening and To Go", solo by Howard Wiley; I
of imprudent driving on Main
• • »
closing choruses were: Diane and a group of songs. "More Than
I Street in Thomaston, Aug. 30.
Lunden, Louise Lord, Nancy You Know”, “Blue Skies” and , Joel Dwyer. 19. of Camden was Judge Adams imposed a fine of
"Girl
of
My
Dreams".
Howard
’
charged
with
driving
45
miles
Spear, Mary Sue Schroyer. Caro
per hour in a 35 mile zone on $10 with an automatic suspension
lyn Perkins. Stephen Lord, How and Carolyn Perkins.
A skit, “Gunsmoke”, written Elm Street in Camden. Aug. 29. of his license.
ard Wiley, Jan Pecce, Keith
• ♦ •
Helmer and Herbert Hixon of by Judy Dillaway and Howard He pleaded guilty and paid a fine
A
charge
of driving a truck
Newcastle, instructor of music in Wiley, Mary Sue Schroyer, Dana of $15.
without consent of the owner
FRIDAY
Smith.
Stephen
Lord,
Jan
Pecce.
the Warren schools.
was dismissed against Elmore
Otis Puchard, 40. of Rockland
Dana, also acted as master of and Paul Dillaway, Jr.
Allen of Rockland. The prosecu
ceremonies, itroducing these spe
Piano duets, Diane Lunden and pleaded guilty to a charge of tion was dropped by the defencialty numbers:
Nancy Norwood; solo. “Some i failing to yield the right of way dent's brother, Wilbert Allen,
“On The Street Where You Enchanted Evening”. Herbert to a car on U. S. Route 1 near arising out of an incident in
Live”, Dana Smith, III; “Peggy Hixon; monologue, Keith Helmer; Warren on Aug. 23. He was en Rockland on July 29.
tering the thoroughfare from the
O'Neal", Harvey and Hope Nor- specialty. Dana and Howard.
private road of the Northeast
Rain ls a warning signal to a
and Anne Norgate Sullivan. He Ice Co. and became involved in good driver. He realizes that
an
accident
with
Douglas
Bowhe should cut his speed consid
was a veteran of World War I.
Judge erably on wet pavement. He
Surviving are three brothers, ley of Owls Head.
When making out your will
Christy Adams levied a fine of I realizes also that rain can play
remember your church and yow John F. Sullivan of Rockland. $25
i tricks with his vision.
The
James
J.
Sullivan
of
Glen
Cove,
i
hospital.
• • *
! State Police urge us to be es
and Martin B. Sullivan of Bel- .
Cecil Cunningham, 20, of Wal pecially careful driving during
fast; two sisters, Mrs. Eliza ClosSIMEON K. CRAM
doboro was apprehended for a rainstorm or directly after a
son
of
Portland
and
Mrs.
Mae
SOUTH MONT VILLE—Simeon
driving 40 miles per hour in storm when pavements are wet
K. Cram, son of Smith and Noyes of Readfield.
Funeral service arrangements a 25 mile speed zone on Main ’ and slippery. Then—more than
Harriet Philbrick Cram, born at
are being made with the Burpee Street in Rockland on Sept. 1. l ever—we should SLOW DOWN
Montville Jan. 20. 1880, died en
He pleaded guilty and paid a AND LIVE.
route to the Waldo County Hos Funeral Home.
fine of $30.
pital Sunday. Aug. 28.
• * •
Only one out of four Canadi
Mr. Cram suffered a stroke MRS. JULIA S. BRIDGES
William Lowe. 15. of Rockland ans traveled outside the prov
PORTLAND — Mrs. Julia S.
of polio in his early manhood
was charged with operating to ince in which they resided In
which left him crippled.
In Bridges, 57, wife of Robert endanger on Route 131 in Mar 1958.
spite of his crippled condition Bridges, and iormerly of Rock
he led an active life for years. land, died at her residence, 43
At the time of his death he Payson Street, Portland, Friday.
She was lorn Feb. 5, 1903, a*
was living at South Montville.
His surviving relatives are a Rockland, the daughter of Her
brother. Edwin H. Cram, and bert and Chloe Cables Libby.
She was a member of the
several nieces and nephews and
An Auto Insurance Plan that is the lowest cast, in
Eastern Star and Grange at
cousins.
Funeral services from the Hampden.
a "name" company, with your own agent representing
Surviving ar<* her husband:
South Montville Church were
her
father,
Herbert
Libby
of
held Wednesday with Rev. H
you, with red tape cut — and with credits for good
E. Danielson officiating. Inter Rockland; one son, Herbert
ment was in Pine Grove Ceme Bridges of Brooklin; one daugh
driving — THAT'S the right combination.
ter, Mrs. Virginia Davis of Cape
tery, South Montville.
Elizabeth; and four grandchild
ren.
EDWARD T. SULLIVAN
Funeral services will be held
Edward T. Sullivan, 71, of Bog
Road died late Thursday eve Sunday at 2 p. m. from the Rus
AUTOMOBILE UNDERWRITERS
ning after collapsing on a down sell Funeral in Rockland with
town street earlier in the day. Rev. William J. Robbins officiat
14 SCHOOL ST. DIAL LYric 4-4461
ROCKLAND
He was born in Rockland, ing. Interment will be in Achorn
March 5, 1889, the son of John Cemetery.

WARREN SUMMER VARIETY

New Electronic Fishing Line

Coming Events
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Funeral Home
v

s

CARL M. STILPHEN

24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

LADY ASSISTANT

PHONE LY 4-4411

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE
7-S-tf

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 77 YEARS

Priced at $18,000.

COUSENS’ REALTY
170 MAVERICK STREET
TELEPHONE LYric 4-5160
Across from Golf Course
106-lt

PHONE THOMASTON, FLeetwood 4-6531
William E. Dornan & Son, Inc
Office-Showroom, Thomaston, Moina

Saturday, September X W60

Thi Couriir-Gaxitte, Rockland, Maine

Paftfor
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I A WeU Baby Clinic will be held
1 Tuesday at the Community Build' ing from 2 to 4 p. m. Immuniza
tion will be given for whooping
| cough, diphtheria, and tetanus.
Dr. Frank W. Kibbe wiU be in
attendance.

(facial'
<XogoricJ4xu^

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond C. Pike
Cindy Whiffen, daughter of Mr. of Pacific Sreet had as overnight
and Mrs. Ronald Whiffen, Jr., guests Tuesday, Mr. Pike's
celebrated her third birthday brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and
Tusday afternoon with an out Mrs. Charles Pike, and children,
door lawn party held at her home Susan and Billy, of Cincinnati,
on Cedar Street. Guests were: Ohio.
Mrs. Roger Hardy and children,
Sheila and Roy, of Rockport:
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Miller of
Mrs. Charles Conant and daugh Philadelphia. Pa., were the guests
The Hospitality Shop of Knox ter Andrea of Appleton: Mrs. | Friday of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
County General Hospital will wel George Ackley and children, Cyn Richardson. Union Street.
come any kind of sweets, such as thia, Karen and Daniel. Nancy
Mrs. Rita C. Norwood of Rockpies, cakes, or squares of any Hardy. Donald Whiffen and
kind. This request is not Umited Cindy's grandmother. Mrs. Ron ' port and her sister-in-law, Mrs.
Gladys Black, of Saco are spendto members only, but the public ald Whiffen. all of Rockland.
| ing the Labor Day weekend as
is cordially invited to help in this
The Daughters of St. Bernard's the guests of Mrs. Norwood's
worthy cause. Anyone desiring to
contribute, please call Mrs. Law Catholic Church will meet at brother-in-law and sister, Mr. and
rence Miller or Mrs. Earle Perry. the Knights of Columbus Hall, Mrs. Paul Britton, in Providence,
Tuesday. Sept. 13, at 8 p. m.
R. I., and Mr. and Mrs. Gerard
Dubois in Mystic, Conn.
Bernard Welch of Portland has
spent a few days as the guest of Deborah Rosa, daughter of Mrs.
Frank Merrill at his home at 148 Leroy Rosa, 189 North Main
Harbor Light Chapter. OES, of j
Cedar Street. Welch and Mer Street, celebrated her seventh Rockport will hold their first reg
rill are fraternity brothers and birthday Tuesday at a luncheon. ular meeting of the season. Tues- J
seniors at the University of Two birthday cakes were served day. Sept. 6. at the Masonic Hall
which were made by Mrs. Rosa. in Rockport. Refreshments will
Maine.
After the many gifts were opened be served following the meeting. [
WiUiam Small, son of Mr. and by the guest of honor, games
Mrs. Samuel Small. Limerock were played by the group. Guests
Mrs. Celia Crie Perry stands beside some samples of her work in different fields of art. Next
The Beaverettes will hold their!
Street, has returned from a sum were Iris Pease. Douglas Rosa, monthly meeting at Beaver to her is an oil painting and above that a wood print, while she holds a bowl which she made. At
mer spent in San Francisco, Debbie Cole, Chris Pease, Dena Lodge Tuesday. Sept. 6. The the right are samples of her silk screen work, and above these is a water color she did.
Photo by Bob Mayo
Ca'-if.. as the guest of his uncles. Gray. Wanda and Glenda Tims, business session will be preceded
Joseph and Ernest Dondis. He and Janet Bureau. Special guest by a covered dish supper served
Versatile is the word for Celia and education and will do art
One of her recent activities was
wlU return to Bowdoin CoUege was Deborah's aunt, Miss Shirley under the direction of Mrs. Shir- Crie Perry. She block prints, and display work as well as in illustrating the booklet called.
Rosa, of St. Louis, Mo.
this faU as a senior.
This is Rockland, Maine, which
' ley Columb and Mrs. Helm! paints in both oils and water- study.
colors,
does ceramics, silk
All the blockprints she does was published by the Rockland
Mrs. Alfred Benner enter Ranta. Members are asked to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stocker,
bring casseroles or salads. screen designs, and is presently are originals with her. She first League of Women Voters. She
who returned to their home in tained the Tonian Circle of the Sweets will be furnished by the 1 engaged in commercial art.
sketches the subject and then has now finished work on illus
Universalist
Church
at
a
picnic
Palo Alto. Calif., this week,
I The youngest daughter of Mr. traces the design on the block trated brochures for both the
committee
members.
All
of
those
have been staying at the Thorn supper at her home on Main attending are asked to bring their I and Mrs. Ernest Crie. 11 James of wood on which she will work. Thorndike Hotel and the Maine
dike Hotel, while visiting friends Street. Wednesday evening. The own dishes and silver for them ! Street, she has always showh After that she uses various Deck Marina. Some of her work
and seeing this part of Maine. picnic was foUowed by a brief selves and their guests.
I talent and as early as her fresh- knives and gouging tools to cut is on display at the latter place.
They spent two days in Vinal business meeting and social eve
j man year at Rockland High the design, after which printer’s At the age of 20 she had a small
ning.
Members
present
were:
haven as the guests of Mr. and
’ School won a contest for the ink is applied and the wood exhibition of her work in the
Miss
Midge
Grispi,
who
has
Mrs. Roland Sayward, who have Mrs. George St. Clair. Mrs. Don- j
best drawing in a girl's maga- block is imprinted on paper. Farnsworth Museum and the dis
a summer home there. Mr. aid Farrand. Mrs. William Rob been employed at the House on i zine. Following her graduation She prefers wood as quite often
tinctive signature under each of
The Hill in Kennebunkport this
Stocker, now retired, was for 34 bins. Mrs. Oliver Holmes. Mrs.
summer, spent last week with in 1955 she went to Westbrook the grain can be worked into the her works - By Celia - is fast
years athletic and recreational Clinton Bowley, Mrs. Sidney Rad
Junior College and the Portland design, thus heightening the spreading. She has also dabbled
director at the Veterans Ad cliffe. Mrs. B. J. Dowling. Miss her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mario
Schoo! of Fine Arts. She gradu effect of the work. She started in sculpture and done several
Grispi
Park
Street.
She
was
ac

ministrative Hospital in Menlo Margaret Nutt, Miss Gladys
Blethen and Miss Katherine Vea- companied here by Miss Virginia ated from Westbrook after two studying blockprints and mak heads in plaster of paris, but does
Park, Calif.
zie. Supper guests were Alfred Freeman of Kennebunk, who years, attended the art school ing them under James Eliot, a not especially fancy her work in
Mrs. John LaCrosse, Mrs. Benner, Richard Benner and spent the week with her. They for three and then graduated teacher at Portland Art School. that field.
Most of her prints have been
Among artist, under whom she
Helen Lawrence, Mrs. Ann Es- Reed McKinney. The first reg left Thursday for Massachusetts, from the University of Florida
corsio and Mrs. Nelson Gallant, ular meeting of the circle will be w'here Miss Grispi will teach with the degree of Bachelor of of Maine scenes, both around has studied are: Lawrence Sis
Rockland ar.d Portland and most son of Boo’hbay Harbor, water
all of Rockland, were the guests held at the home of Mrs. Oliver physical education at the Chelms Fine Arts in 1959.
However, before all
this have something to do with the colors; John Muench of Lovell,
of Mrs. George Gherardi in Lin Holmes on Purchase Street, Wed ford Junior High School, and Miss
, Freeman will teach in Brookline. happened she had married Clif- sea. At Gainesville, which is in oils, and ceramics under Philip
nesday. Sept. 21.
colnviUe, Wednesday evening.
i ford Perry in 1957 and they have land in Florida the absence of the Ward, who for 10 years was a
The Junior Ambassadors of the attended
the University of ocean is what she minds the teached at the Haystack Moun
Dr. and Mrs. Dana S. New Mrs. Lawrence Mills. 29 Pres
He most. “You don't realize how tain School in Liberty, and is now
man. 80 Park Street, are spend cott Street, has returned to her First Baptist Church held their Florida in Gainesville.
ing the Labor Day weekend at duties at Senter-Crane’s in Rock summer picnic Wednesday at served four years in the Navy, beautiful the Maine coast is until at the University of Florida.
Sandy Shores in Warren and en which explains the fact that he you have been away from it," While at the university, the
land after a wo week vacaion.
Sruceold in Boothbay Harbor.
joyed swimming, games, and pic is presently a junior while she she says. Her prints have been Perrys live in what is known as
nic lunch. Miss Charlotte Cook has graduated. He is studying bought and printed in the Sat Fla Vet Village on the campus.
was in charge of the group, as j electrical engineering and Celia urday Review of Literature, and Last year Celia was the staff
sisted by Mrs. Blanche Gardner will return to the University for she has a steady sale of them artist at the University's Union
and Mrs. Muriel Thurston. At graduate work towards a mas to the Massachusetts House Work Building where she did all the
tending were Janet Gardner, Bar ter's degree.
She has been shop in Maine and to a Gaines art work and set up displays
gas,,-;
bara Foster. Noella and Shirley awarded an assistanlship in art ville interior decorating store.
when necessary.
Copeland. Karen Miller, Debra
Molino, Joy Merriam, Donna
Janice Blethen. Mrs. Warren
The Opportunity Class of the
Gardner. Cheryl Mae Kalloch. First Baptist Church met at th? Gregorys Feted
Perry
and
Miss
Johanna
Jeannette McNealy, James and home of Mrs. Helen Gregory on
Blethen, was attended by 70
Joel Gardner, Ronald Copeland. Thursday evening. Mrs. Ber Wednesday On
relatives and neighbors. Mrs.
Billy Stoddard. Sumner and Ron nice Snow, Mrs. Elizabeth Davis
Oxton finished cutting the anni25th
Anniversary
ald Philbrook. Barry Bohanan. and Miss Alice McIntosh were
| versary cake. The guest book
Jeffrey Thurston, Daniel and appointed as a committee to
Mr. and Mrs. William W. was circulated by Miss Glenna
Paul Mills, John Graf, Gary and elect officers for the coming
Rollins, and Miss Nancy Greg
Gail Gamage. Deborah Rackliffe, year. They will give their re Gregory were guests of honor at ory was in charge of the gift
and Douglass Mills. The fol port at the October meeting. a 25th wedding anniversary table.
lowing provided transportation: Mrs. Ada Payson, chairman of luncheon held at their home on
Mrs. Gregory's son and daugh
Richard Bayard. Mr. and Mrs. the .program committee, pre Center Street Wednesday, Aug.
ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Ken
Sumner Philbrook, Mr. and Mrs.
sented Mrs. Katherine Collins. 31.
L_ _ _ _ _
Hostesses for the affair neth Mignault and family of
Douglass Mills, Mrs. Sybel Mills,
Miss McIntosh and Mrs. Anna were the Gregory's three daugh Essex Junction, Vt., were unable
and Mrs. Edgar Foster.
An extra fine 4 bedroom home in Thomaston. Situ
Brazier, who gave readings.
to be present to participate in
During the business meeting, ters, Mrs. Helen Perry and Mrs. the celebration.
ated on 20 acres which could be sold off in house
plans were made to hold a cov- Ruth Blethen, both of Rockland,
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory were
An Invitation to ... ! ered dish supper at the home and Mrs. Edna Rollins of Cam
lots, this lovely home hos hot water heat, city water,
married in Milton, Mass., Aug.
of
Miss
McIntosh.
Holiday
den. They were assisted by Mr. I 31, 1935.
• ENJOY GOOD FOOD
hardwood floors, large closets, cedar closet, sun par
• FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE Beach, Ash Point. Thursday, ' and Mrs. Ernest Oxton of Mil• EXPERIENCED SERVICE Sept. 15, at 6 p. m. Members ton, Mass.
Today, women in the United
lor and garage. An unusual value. For details contact
j are asked to bring their own
The luncheon, which was States outnumber men 1,000 to
dishes and those not solicited
THOMASTON
served by Miss Joyce Farmer 981. In 1910 there were 1.060
are asked to contact Mrs
Miss Becky Bickmore, Miss males for every 1,000 females.
CHARLES D. JILLSON
i Brazier or Mrs. Chloe Mills.
CAFE
Following
the
business
session,
REAL ESTATE
MAIN ST.
THOMASTON
refreshments were served by
HOURS:
STRAWBERRY HILL
U. S. ROUTE 1, ROCKLAND
Daily, 6 a. m. - 8:30 p. m. i hostesses. Mrs. Rose Shaw,
i Mrs. Pauline Saunders and Mr.-.
DIAL LYrie 4-8192
Sundays. 8:00 - 5:30
106-lt
79-S-tf Hattie Richards. The next meet; ing will be held Thursday. Oct.
' 6, at the home of Mrs. Angie
Kimball at Ingraham's Hill.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Marion
Lindsey and Mrs. Brazier.

Mrs. Gerald Margeson, volun
teer workers chairman for the
Knox County General Hospital
Hospitality Shop, will be out of
town for the month of September.
If volunteers are unable to work,
contact Mrs. Lawrence MiUer or
Mrs. Earle Perry.

Works In Many Art Fields

M. Benaer

The Wednesday evening con kee Doodle" played in the
cert at the Camden High School Gershwin fashion.
In talking with Mr. Marlowe
auditorium was a most fitting
after the concert, he told me
program to close the summer that In the three summers the
concert series. It is a pity that twins have been coming to Cam
more weren't able to share a den, they feel Camden is their
“once in a lifetime” experience. second home. I'm sure that
The concert presented Jeffrey Camden and Knox County will
and Ronald Marlowe, duo-pian always welcome the Marlowe
ists. These young, enthusiastic twins, and we all hope to again
pianists made a fine impression j hear them in concert a few
on the patrons.
years hence.
I’m sure no one expected to
find polished musicians, this
will come with years of practice Libbey Family
and experience—but what they
lack in “polish" was made up Band To Play
by their sincerity, and un
daunted will power.
At Thomaston
Included in the audience were
five very proud persons. Name
THOMASTON - The Libbey
ly Mr. and Mrs. George Mar Family Band of El Monte, Calif.,
lowe, their parents; and their
will present an Evangelistic Band
three instructors, Mrs. Eleanor
I Concert at the Thomaston Assem
Sokoloff, and Mr. and Mrs.
bly of God Church Tuesday. Sept.
Pierre Luboshutz. These three
6, at 7:30 p. m. The Libbey fam
have through 17 years brought
ily consists of nine members of
out the best of these two fine
one family, each playing a differmusicians.
i ent instrument.
A new system locally was
A special attraction will be two
tried out at this concert', the
trumpets with two distinct parts
pianists being in the center of
played by one member at one
the hall, and the audience
time. Other features will include
seated “in the round". It gave numbers by a brass band, a
the audience a wonderful close stringed instrumental group, a
up of the pianists but it must male quartet and ladies, trio.
certainly be realized that a lot
There will be a Bible message.
was lost by having the pianos
Everyone is welcome to attend.
with no back-drop or stage to
help the accoustical effect.
The Maine Highway Safety
The twins have already ac
quired a slage presence that Committee reminds us that “fol
many seasoned musicians never lowing too closely" is a leading
acquire. I’m sure that most cause of traffic accidents. They
everyone present will agree that advise us to “keep our dis
these two have what it takes to tance"—to avoid bumper-rid
become top-nolch artisfts, and ing.”
not too many years hence many
of us will look back on this eve
BEST FUEL DEAL
ning with pride, that in Cam
den, these two made their debut
IN TOWN!
into the professional musical
world.
They presented a very color
ful program, opening with Han
del's Passacaglia—then present
ing Mozart's Sonate in F Major.
This was foUowed by Saint
Saens “Scherzo” which to this
writer was perhaps the highlight
of the evening—it was a flaw
less presentation.
Fbllowing intermission they
...the world’i
opened with Debussy's “En
blanc et noir”, and closed with
the eminent American compos
finest
er-pianist, Abram Chasin's ar
rangement of Strauss' familiar
heating oil
waltz for two pianos, “The Blue
Danube.”
Once again proving what, youth
can do, after presenting this out Maritime Oil Co.
standing program, they returned S34 PARK ST.
TEL. LY 4-4487
for five encores, two outstanding
ROCKLAND, MAINE
95-EOT-tf
ones being Arthur Benjamin's
"Jamaican Rumba" and "Yan

ILLF SOUR IIEAT

ANNOUNCING

Madelyn Oliver Drinkwater’s
SCHOOL OF DANCE
RE-OPENS SATURDAY, SEPT.

10th

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
Instruction For All Ages

TAP — BALLET — TOE — ACROBATIC DANCING
SPECIAL BALLROOM GROUPS
REGISTRATION 1:30 to 5:00 P M.
106-108

King Size Pints

$100

The Catholic Women's Club
will hold their first fall meeting
in the St. Bernard's Church Hall i
on Monday. Sept. 4.

PRINTING

CONTENTS

IN PARTY PACK

Canton Lafayette Auxiliary w.’.l
hold Guest Officers' Night at :!:e
Rockland Odd Fellows Hall. W
nesday evening. Guests will b‘
present from Augusta. Portia:..!.
Waterville. Bangor, and Came!
Refreshments will be served tal
lowing the meeting

PRINTING SERVES BUSINESS IN MANY WAYS.

HELPS TO BUILD SALES, SPEED OPERATIONS,

CUT COSTS.

Singing

* SALES LITERATURE

•letter heads
•business forms
• ETC.

DO
NOT
PASS

•FREE DESIGN and

Cmic

89-T&S-tf

Fuukicb,

INCORPORATED

SUCCESSOR TO

Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Wey
mouth have had as guests
their Norton Pond cottage. Mi
and Mrs. Hartley Savage of
Chuluota. Fla., and Mrs. Saiage's nephew and his wife M:
and Mrs. Reed Dickinson, of I
Massachusetts.

Come In, Lets "TALK PRINTING" In Terms
of Your Business.

The Tenafly Weavers, Inc.

ELM STREET

DAMARISCOTTA. MAINE

Hondwiwen UW

‘

I >
Come in and See Our Wool Cloth in Solid Cotort,

ART SERVICE

Strifiet and Chech, Hand Woven Here in Our Studio.

Miss Jean E. Wheeler

St. George Engagement

The Courier - Gazette
465 Main Street, Rockland

Hugh

THE BETTEK BEER"

IS FOR

• POSTERS

Musical Notes

Tel. LY 4-4401
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Mrs. Evelyn Wheeler of Dan
ielson. Conn., announces the en
gagement of her daughter. Miss
Jean Evelyn Wheeler, to Earle
Lynwood Cushman, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lynwood Cushman of
Port Clyde.
Mi's Wheeler attended Killinglv High School in Brooklyn. Conn.,

and Zion Bible Institute in East
Providence. R I.
Mr. Cushman graduated from
St. George High School and will
graduate from Zion Bible Insti
tute next spring.
No date has been set for the
wedding.

Also, a Fine Selection of Handbags, Scarves, Stoles, Baby

Blankets, and Men’s Neckties.

Open Doily except Sunday
9 a. m. to 5:30 p. m.
64-S-11S

4

Pop ft*

The Courier-Gmette, Rockland, Maine

Saturday, September 3,1960

Tenants Harbor
MRS. BEULAH ALLEN
Correspondent
Tel. FRonUer 2-6394

TRAFFIC JAM STUDY? — No, this superhighway tie-up
of “dream” cars is being analyzed by two of the judges in the
1960 Fisher Body Craftsman’s Guild model car competition.
Judging of hundreds of these scale miniature cars is now in
progress to determine teen-age winners of $117,000 in cash
awards and university scholarships.

Maxey. Diane Smith, Polly
Draper, Susan Barrett., Patty
Norwood, Judy White, Carrie
WARREN
Sue Smith, Jean Starrett, Patty
MISS DORIS HYLER
Henry, Patty Wren, Mildred
Correspondent
Hancock, Cary Moody, Daphne
Tel. CRestwood 4-2038 home
Teague, Carlene Oxton, Kathie
Wyllie, Susan Clark, Sharon
Rev. and Mrs. Leon Northrup Overlook, Willis Moody, Bar
of Homstead, Fla., are making bara Cifaldo. Dolly Laukka,
their annual summer visit, with Cathie Starrett, Patty Payson,
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Moody. Sr. Patricia Barrett and Arthur
Burgess.
Supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Marilyn Perry and Miss
Willis Moody Sr., Tuesday were
Lois Wotton spent the day with
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Castner and
Miss Doris Hyler, Wednesday.
daughter Elizabeth of Waltham,
At noon, they had a cookout,
Mass., who are visiting in Camfollowed by accordion and man
k; den.
dolin music by Lois and Doris
Mr. and Mrs. George Moody antj Marilyn with games roundand daughter, Mrs. Mildred ing out the afternoon.
Teel, of Rockland were Sunday
white Oak Grange will hold
callers on Willis Moody. Sr.
the annual fair with chicken supDr. and Mrs. Joseph Hammel per at their hall Saturday aftand daughters, Arlene, Linda ernoon and evening.
and Joan, of St. Petersburg,!
-----------------Fla., have returned home after _
. ...
being guests of Mr .and Mrs.: South Warren
Ernest Lamb.
Members of the different 4-H ' Mrs. Mary Jordan of Rockclubs of Warren made a gojd
and Mrs. Annie Dennison
showing taking awards in most i °f South Thomaston were callers
of the exhibits at Union Fair. ; 111 this neighborhood Wednesday.
In the award lists were: Linda
Mrs. Doris Maxey was hostess
Parent, John Burgess, Joseph to B. H. Club Senior members
Cifaldo, Louise Thayer Grace I and guests on Wednesday eveLehto, Brenda Laukka Jenni- j ning at a baked ham supper.
fer Barbour. Marjorie Smith,' Mrs. O. B. Libby accom
Eynn Lindstrom. Marion Smith, panied Mrs. Margaret Sawyer,
^Marilyn Perry, Susan Jordan. Mrs. Avis Norwood, Mrs. Emma
Susan Foley, Diane Lunden. Norwood
and
Mrs. Arlene
Darlene Gordon, Fred Thayer, Adams to Ogunquit Wednesday
Darrell Martin. Miles Saunders, where the latter was joined by
Rodney Hill. Rosemary Starrett, her husband and after a few
Laura Lundstrom. Elaine Jor- days stay there, she will return
dan, Mary Perry, Mary Burgess , with him to their home in New
Cindy Leach. Barbara Burgess, York.
Rilda Saunders, Judy Gushee, I
-----------------Norma
Gammon,
Carolyn Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

AUCTION
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 3
10:30 A. M. (ALL DAY)
Route 1 Newcastle at

SAIL-HO ANTIQUES AND DRIVE-IN

3 MILES SOUTH OF DAMARISCOTTA
TOWARDS WISCASSET

Part contents of house in Wiscasset and other consign
ments. Glass, China, Cut Glass. Staffordshire, Ma
jolica, Pewter, Brass, Copper and Colored Glass. An
tique and Modern Furniture, Tables, Stands, Beds,
Chairs, Cupboard, Victorian Furniture and loads of
other things too numerous to mention.
ROBERT L. FOSTER — Auctioneer and Appraisal Service

TEL. LAkeview 9-2197 or LOcust 3-5225

106-lt

— ANNOUNCEMENT —
It 1$ a Great Pleasure To Announce To All My Friends

That I Will Be At

Smith's GULF Station
67 CAMDEN STREET
MAVERICK SQUARE, ROCKLAND

Starting Saturday, Sept. 3
I Will Be Handling a Complete Line of

GULF PRODUCTS

Including Tires, Batteries and Accessories

And Cordially Invite You To Drop In

To See Me At My New Location

"GO GULF' —I DID

DICK SMITH
106 107

Clnucb l)cws

St. Peter s Episcopal Cnurch. of Islesboro will present violi.
Rev. Canon E. O. Kenyon, OIW solos, “Largo" by Handel, ant'
Rector: Sundays, Parish Com “Panis Angelicus" by Franck
munion and sermon at 9:30 a. m. Flowers will be arranged by the
Church School at 11 a. m. Week Diligent Dames. Infant Baptism
days: Tuesday, Thursday and will be observed. A cordial in
Friday, Mass at 7:30. Wednes vitation is extended all.
day, Mass at 6 a. m.
Appointments for the week in
cordially invited to attend all clude: Down East District, Boy
services and meetings.
Scouts of America, meet at Bath
• • •
on Wednesday at 6:30 for sup
St. George's Episcopal Church, per and planning; Saturday and
Long Cove, Rev. Herman Ebert Sunday the Congregational Lay
in charge: Holy Eurcharist and men and Laywomen of Maine
sermon will be held each Sunday hold their fourth joint retreat at
during the summer at 10 a. m.
Pilgrim Lodge.
• • •
• • *
St. Bernard’s Catholic Church,
At the First Baptist Church
Park Street, Rookland: Sunday this Sunday the pastor. Rev.
Masses - regular schedule: 8:00 Roy I. Bohanan, will be back
and 11:00 a. m.; St. James’ from his vacation and will con
Church, Thomaston, 9:30 a. m.; duct the services. In the morn
Our Lady of Good Hope, Camden, ing worship service at 10:45 his
8:00 and 9:30 a. m. Confessions sermon subject will be “The
in Rockland: Saturdays, 3:30 End of Materialism", and his
and 7:00 p. m. Baptisms, Sun children's sermonette will be on I
days at 1:00 p. m.
“'The Lamb and the Goat". The
• • •
Communion service will follow
Services for the Church of the sermon. Ansel Young will
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, be the soloist for the day. The
"Mormon Church”, are held each evening service will open at 7
Sunday morning at 10.30 in the and will be broadcast over
GAR HaU in Rockland.
The WRKD from 7:30 to 8. “Hope
Priesthood meeting for the men for Humanity” will be the sub
is held at 9 a. m. Sunday at the ject of the message by the pas
GAR Hall. The Relief Society for tor.
the women is held Weanesday
The final Drive-In service for
evening at 7:30. Everyone is
this summer will be held from
The Rockiana congregation of
the Church of Christ meets at the 8:30 to 9 a. m. at the Rockland
GAR Hall at 3 p. m. Sunday. A Drive-In Theater, in which Rev.
general invitation is extended to Bohanan will speak on "Back
to Reality”. Music will be by
all to attend these services.
the Stanley family. The Church
• * •
St. John the Baptist Episcopal School will have Bible study
Church, Thomaston: Holy Com classes for all age groups at
munion every Sunday at 8 a. m., 9:30. Young people's meetings
preceded by morning prayer at will be at 5:45 for both the
7:40 a. m. Sunday School every Early Teen Agers and the Sen
Sunday at 10:30 a. m. except ior Ambassadors. A baptismal
first Sunday of the month. Morn service will be held at the close!
ing Prayer and Family Service of the evening service for the
first Sunday of each month for Spruce Head Church which Eu
parents and children. A warm gene Fandrich has been pastorinvitation is extended to every ing this summer.
one to attend this service. Com
Tuesday in the Golden Hour
munion breakfast at 9 a. m. each of Prayer and Praise at 7:30,
Sunday at the Knox Hotel.
Mr. Bohanan will begin a study
FRIENDSHIP
• • •
of ‘he Book of Philipians with
The Reorganized Church of the first message on "Pleasant
MRS. HELEN L. BAIRD
Correspondent
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Memories and Bright Hopes”.
Tel. TEmple 2-9954
Saints, Highland Street, Rock Wednesday the first choir re
land, Elder George Woodward, hearsal of the fall season will
Callers at the home of Mrs. pastor. Church School at 10 oe neld at 7 in the church audi
Clayton Oliver and family were a. m. under the direction of torium.
Thursday,
Explorer
Mr. and Mrs. Wendall Snowdeal, Austin
Billings.
Communion Pioneer Girls will meet at Mrs.
Mrs. Lillian Burns of Bath. Mrs. service at 11 a. m. Elder Pearl Muriel Thurston's home. 17
Karl Stetson of Thomaston. Billings will preach at the Sun- Frederick Street, to plan an
George Oliver of Union, Mrs. day evening service at 7:15 p. overnight camping trip for Fri
Blanche Wallace, Mrs. Woodrow m. The mid-week prayer serv- day
night.
Saturday
the
J. Verge, Mrs. Philip Bramhall, ice will be at 7:15 p. m. Wed Prayer Hour will be held at
Mrs. Wardell McFarland and nesday evening. All are invited 7:30.
• * *
son Arthur, Mrs. Walter Wotton, to attend any or all of these
How mankind today can set
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Winchen services.
• • •
ab.iut fulfilling the divine de
bach, E. A. Burns and Mrs.
The Pratt Memorial Methodist mand for perfection will be ex
Melvin Lawry, all of Friendship.
Conley
Simmons
visited Church, Merle S. Conant, min- plained at Christian Science
friends in Auburn over the week ister, holds its morning service services Sunday.
end.
at 10:30. The pastor will preach
Keynoting the Lesson-Sermon
Sunday callers at the home on the subject, "Unashamed entitled “Man" is the Golden
of Mrs. Burgess Simmons were: Workmen”. All are welcome to Text from Matthew (5:48): “Be
ye therefore perfect, even as
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Hawkins of the service.
The Peoples Methodist Church your Fat-her which is in heaven
Auburn, Mrs. Lana Killeran,
Mrs. Florence Geyer, Mr. and of South Thomaston will hold its is perfect.”
These comforting words of
Mrs. Homer Marshall of Plea evening service at 7 o’clock.
sant Point, Mr. and Mrs. Mau Rev. Merle Conant ill preach encouragement from James will
rice Chadwick and son, Richard, on the theme “Unashamed be included in the Bible read
of Thomaston.
Workmen".
All members of ings (1:2-4): "My brethren,
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Lam the parish are welcome to the count it all joy when ye fall
into divers temptations; Know
bert of Vernon. Conn., Miss service.
ing this, that the trying of your
Julie Dill and friend Paul
Services at the Church of the faith worketh patience.
But
Hertle of Philadelphia, Pa., Miss
Pam Spear and Clark Goff of Nazarene are as follows: The let patience have her perfect
Martha's Vineyard, Mass., sailed Sunday School starts at 9:45 a. m. work, that ye may be perfect
from Christmas Cove on Tues and the morning worship hour is and entire, wanting nothing.”
Among correlative passages
day for a cruise of the islands at 11 o’clock. The young peo
on the schooner "Glad Tidings.” ple’s meeting starts at 6 p. m. from "Science and Health with |
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne S. and the evening preaching serv Key to the Scriptures” by Mary
Havener and family have re ice is at 7 o’clock. The mes Baker Eddy this will be read:
turned from a trip through New sages to be brought by the pas ‘The divine demand, ’Be ye
tor, R. O. Johnston, are, “What therefore perfect', is scientific,
York State.
Mrs. Ralph Boyer who has The Bible Has To Say About and the human footsteps leading
been visiting with Mrs. Kerr Hell” and “A Glorious Church ”. to perfection are indispensable Eby, has returned to her home The mid-week prayer meeting i253:32-2) . . . God requires
will be held Thursday night at 7 perfection, but not until the
in Westport, Conn.
Rev. and Mrs. Clayton Luce o’clock.
battle between Spirit and flesh ■
• • *
,s fought- and the victory won"
and family returned home on
Sunday morning service will
Tuesday from attending camp
i254:6-8i.
be held at the Littlefield Me Sunday services and Sunday
meeting in Damascus. Md.
morial
Baptist
Church
at
9:45.
Miss Betty Call of Orono was
School are both at 10:30 a. m.
John Holman of Port
Wednesday evening
an overnight guest of Miss Mary Rev.
Clyde,
will
be
guest
speaker
at
.
Lou Baird on Thursday.
the 11 a. m. worship service and sclv
ls a ‘
the 7:15 evening service. Rev.
Cleves Henderson will assume Plain Courtesy
Spruce Head
duties as pastor of the church
There will be no evening on Sunday, Sept. 11.
May Be Answer
Mrs. Maggie Farnham, the
church service at the Spruce
Head Community Church this oldest member of the church is To Road Problems
Sunday. Instead, everyone is a patient at- The E!m Nursing
"An aggressively independent
asked to attend the service at' Home in Coopers Mills, Cards
the First Baptist Church in! would be appreciated.
attitude on the part of a driver
Rockland, which begins at 7 p. i
. • •
is almost certain to lead him
At the Rockland Universalist
m. After the evening service.
into an accident eventually," the
Pastor Fandrich will conduct a Church by the Court House.
Sunday
services
will
resume
this
Si-ate
Police observed today,
baptism service for the Spruce
week. Sept. 4, at 11 a. m. Rev.
The
enforcement
grew
Head Church.
William J. Robbins will preach iiointed out that each driver
on the topic "Back to School for must share the road with other
St. George
Everybody”. Special music will drivers, bike riders, and pedesPhilip Hazelton and his sons. I be provided by Laureston Crute. trians and that, if he is too in
Paul and John, have returned to tenor, and Mrs. John Dalton, sistent upon his rights or if he
drives with a chip on his
Hebron. N. H., after a visit with organist.
On Tuesday at 6:30 there will shoulder most of the time, he is
his mother, Mrs. Ardelle Hazel
ton of St. George. Mrs. Hazel be an Important meeting of the inviting serious trouble.
"Make courtesy your code of
ton's sister. Mrs. Burris Jones, Down East District of Boy
of Plymouth. Mass., arrived for Scouts Campaign Committee at the road.” they urged. "You’ll
a visit at the Hazelton home on Waldoboro Grange Hall for in discover that you wiU be much
Aug. 31.
struction in canvass methods by- more relaxed when your trip
is over, and you'll have a much
Mrs. Erdine Ramsdell and her trained leaders.
three children of Kittery have
On Wednesday the Down East better time en route. It may
been guests of her mother. Mrs. District Committee will meet at surprise you. also, to discover,”
Gladys Hocking of St. George.
at the Stage Coach Inn at Bath they added, "that other drivers
at 6:30 for dinner with the busi will return your courtesy almost
What does a flashing red light ness session starting at- 7:15. -very time.
mean? The State Police remind AU institutional reresentatives
"The application of common
us that a flashing red light and members-at-large are urged courtesy to traffic situations,"
at an intersection means stop to be present.
they concluded, “will make
• • •
and that all drivers of vehicles
driving much more pleasant
shall stop before entering the
At the Congregational Church. and will prevent many acci
nearest crosswalk and shall Rev. Charles R. Monteith, pas dents.”
then proceed at a low rate of tor: Morning worship will be at
New York State ,ias a $2 bil
speed using extreme caution 10:40 a. m.. with sermon by the
yielding right of way to other pastor. “God's Labor Union”. lion per year budget—larger
vehicles entering intersection Mrs. Howard E. Rollins will be than entire U. S. had any year
from right to left.
organist and Mrs. Pauline Byrd up to 1918

Mr. and Mrs. John Peterson
and family, Mrs. George Peter
son and Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Wagle and family of Attleboro,
are enjoying a vacation at their
former home.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kearney
of Quincy, Mass., are vacation
ing at their summer home.
Carroll Hunnewell returned to
his home at Sanford, after a
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Clay
ton Hunnewell.
The Camden American Legion
Band will play an hour's concert
at 1 p. m. Sunday prior to the
2 p. m. Damariscotta, St,. George
play-off ball game, at the Ten
ants Harbor ball field.
At the Tenants Harbor Bap
tist Church, Rev. Harold A.
Haskell, pastor, the services for
the week will be: Sunday at
9:15 a. m.. the Church School
with classes for all age groups;
10:30 a. m., divine worship with
sermon by the pastor; at 7 p.
m. the Gospel Hour. Wednes
day, the Hour of Power Service
at. 7 p. m.
Mrs. T. Edward Karlsson has
closed her Tenants Harbor sum
mer home and returned to New
York City with her three child
ren, Paul, Keith and Gail.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Zimmerman
and son, Hank, have returned
to their home at Ridgewood, N.
J., after spending the summer
at their cottage at Tenants Har
bor. Shortly before leaving, the
Zimmermans entertained with a
lobster party for Hank’s godpar
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Reinhold
Lynen of Milledgeville, Ga., and
their children, Sara and Ricky.
Other guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Edson Nichols and children
Alice and Terry of Ridgewood,
N. J., who have been vacation
ing at Tenants Harbor. The
Lynen family are visiting at
Wiscasset.
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THE CHURCH FOR ALL
ALL

FOR THE CHURCH

The Church is the greatest factor on

earth for the building of character and

A

familiar sight

.

.

.

men

with

good

briefcases

citizenship.

It is a

storehouse of

spiritual values. Without a strong Church,

daily throng airports all over the nation, winging

neither

their way from one place to another. But where,

survive.

democracy nor

civilization can

There are four sound reasons

why every person should attend services

really, are they going?

regularly and support the Church. They
are: (I) For his own sake. (2) For his

In this busy age of appointments, rush hours,

children's sake. (3) For the sake of his

and summit meetings, we search for success, for

community and nation. (4) For the sake

of

more money, for a better future, for a variety

of things. Yet, like so many mid-twentieth cen

We need a job, a purpose, a home, a family.

But also, we need a church. We need to go into

in

our

reaffirm our faith both

fellow beings.

Only

then

in

Plan lo go

daily.

find.

and

itself, which needs his

to church regularly and read your Bible

tury Americans, the harder we seek the less we

that church to

the Church

moral and material support.

Day

Book

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

Genesis
Psalms
Philippians
Matthew
Homans
Psalms
John

God
Friday
Saturday

does our

Chapter

Verses

28
139
2

7
8
5
14

IS
7-10
3-8
7-8
27-29
7-8
1-4

quest — and our ultimate destination — begin

to make sense.

Sponsored by

W. C. LADD & SONS

ATWOOD BROS., INC.

LAITE FUNERAL HOME, INC.

Wholesale Lobsters
St. George, Maine

Robert E. Laite, Pres.
Mountain Street
Camden, Maine

BAYVIEW RESTAURANT
"Overlooking Beautiful Penobscot Bay”

LAMB'S CLEANERS
“A

Complete Dry Cleaning Service”

BOSTON & ROCKLAND TRANS. CO.

LLOYD'S REXALL

“Shortest Route to Nova Scotia"

Prescription Specialists
428 Main St.
LYric 4-5433

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
“Over 100 Years of Service”

CAMDEN NATIONAL BANK
Member

Federal

Member Federal

Reserve

System

Deposit Insurance Corp.

CLARK'S COLOR CENTER
Color Harmony For (he Home

MAZZEO'S MARKET
A Store Built on Service

A. C. McLOON & CO.
Distributor
Shell Gasoline, Range, Fuel Oils,
Utility Gas and Appliances

MURRAY'S SHOE STORE
“Your Family Shoe Store”
Rockland. Maine

COFFIN'S CLOTHING
Men’s and Boys’

COMPTON'S
Mobil-Flame Bottled Gas
Appliances and Heating

NEWBERT'S RESTAURANT

PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
Home of Fine Food
Anne Pettee, Head Chef

DEPOSITORS TRUST COMPANY
23 Offices Serving the Heart of Maine
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
Member Federal Reserve System

DREWETT'S GARAGE

RICHARDSON'S CLOTHING STORE
Thomaston, Maine

Sales — Rambler — Service

ROCKLAND IGA FOODLINER

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP

Rockland Loan & Building Assn.

FEYLER FISH CO., INC.

J. C. ROBINSON & SON

Fish and Lobster Bait

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF PORTLAND
Member Federal

Deposit

A Savings and Loan Association
Established 1888

Building Material

SEARS ROEBUCK & CO.

Insurance Corp.

CHAS. SHAW

40 FATHOM FISHERIES, INC.

Plumbing and Heating
Thomaston

Rockland

HOTEL ROCKLAND
The Coffee Pot

SPRUCE HEAD LOBSTER CORP.
Spruce Head. Maine

“Open Every Day Except Sunday”

CLARENCE F. JOY AGENCY

STUDLEY'S

General Insurance
375 Main Street
Rockland

New and Used Furniture

SUPERIOR OIL CO., INC.
KALLOCH FUEL SERVICE

Esso Distributors
Rockland, Maine

KENNISTON BROS.

TALBOT-STEVENSON AGENCY, INC.

Aluminum Siding, Windows. Doors

29 Gay St.

General Insurance
12 Main St.

Camden. Me.

Rockland, Me.

z
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Tht Courier-Gazette, Rockland, Mabe

an incident of a bath taken un
MARTINSVILLE
der trying conditions on a re
Mrs. Stewart Garniss of Mel
cent August day. Strange as THOMASTON
CAMDEN
rose, Mass., is visiting at the
it may seem, I did have both
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
MRS. MAXINE MAHONEY
Anchorage for a week. She re
■yes open and there was no
Correspondent
Correspondent
cently returned from a trip to
boat on the island except mine
Tel. CEdar 6-2197
Tel. FLeetwood 4-6144
Europe. Mr. and Mrs. James
al! the while I was there—yet
Buck of Warren and the An
there were the “lad and his
mother” there all the while.
The directors and managers chorage are on a trip to the
The Thomaston Garden Club
The sequel, (since verified' members who are planning to of the Camden Little League Gaspe' Peninsula.
goes like this:
SftROUfW
attend the Medomak District will meet Tuesday evening at
Mr. and Mrs. Roy M. Dole
The ‘“lad and his mother” meeting in Bath Sept. 14, are the municipal building. Plans and son, Leslie, have returned
were the family of a lobster- asked to make luncheon reserva will be discussed for improve to their home at Greenwood,
'< r 7,
man from the mainland, and tions with Miss Nora Seaver not ment of the Little League base .(lass., after visiting Mr. and
on that delightful August morn later than Sept. 8.
ball diamond. The Little League Mrs. Brian Routledge of Mar
■*' I '
ing it had been decided he
Orient Lodge of Masons will dinner and trophy night will be tinsville.
would take . them to Little hold a stated meeting at 7:30 p. held at the Snow Bowl on Sept.
Ruby Hooper of Rockland has
Green, where they would pre m. Tuesday at the Masonic 23.
seen a guest at the home of her
pare a “hot dog and roast corn” Temple.
Rev. Gerald Swetnam will as grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
lunch, while he tended his
Thomaston schools will start sume his duties as pastor of the Fred Hooper, until school opens.
traps—returning later to eat Wednesday after recessing for Chestnut Street Baptist Church
Sunday School at the Martins
lunch with them and finally the summer.
Tuesday, all this week and will preach his ville Ridge Baptist Church will
:
take
them
ashore.
teachers of School District 72, first sermon on Sunday morn
Replies to the ‘'Marsh Mary” tide mark—and I have selected
It is obvious both “mother will meet with Superintendent ing at the 9:45 worship. Mrs. open Sunday, Sept. Il, at 9:30
article continue to arrive and I a few unusually robust plants
a. m. after being recessed for
had no idea this salty little i presently going to seed l from and son” saw me when I landed, Leroy Barker at 9:30 a. m. in Clyde Warner of Rockland will the summer. The school super
or
soon
thereafter.
the
high
school.
which
to obtain new seed to
be the guest soloist.
plant was such a favorite.
intendent
is Mrs. Florence
•t » »
Mis. Letitia Weaver and
out
The Canton Molineaux Auxili Brown.
Mrs. Hattie Jackson of Rock replaceseveral dying
I
“
Did
I
understand
you
have
daughter, Priscilla, have re ary will resume its meetings
land (better known in this lo patches X know of.
seen dogfish this summer near- turned after visiting her son biter the summer recess on
at it at
cality as "Gram”) sends word
; ly four feet long?” asks a skep
by her granddaughter Mrs. Wil This week I am pleased to tical friend recently. Yes, fre and daughter-in-law, Mr. and Monday evening at the IOOF
PORT CLYDE
liam Robinson of South Thomas present another very interest quently. The western bay has. Mrs. Roland Weaver, Jr., in Wa Hall at 7:30 p. m.
ton, that the stem or root of ing and lovely inhabitant of the at times, swarmed with these tertown, N. Y„ and her daugh Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Pack
MRS. ALMA S. HEAL
ter and family, Mr. and Mrs. ard and two children of Niagara
Correspondent
the plant iwhen chewed) is a Weskeag Marsh 'and likely notorious
predators
often Donald
Weymouth
in New Falls, N. Y„ are visiting with
Tel. FRontier 2-6691
other such salty places around
sure cure for canker.
termed “sand sharks’’ <actual- Britain. Conn.
relatives and friends.
I had been told earlier that the county).
[ ly the “spiny dogfish.”)
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Weaver.
Miss Keela McLaughlin of
At the meeting ol the Camden
This
is
a
featheiy
grass
which
Marsh Rosemary ias we may
I once caught 125 of these Jr., have returned to Foil Sill,
Rotary Club on Tuesday, Ever Rockland has returned home
as well conclude is one of its is not too abundant and seems ’’sand-papery”
critters
and j 9kla.. after visiting his parents, ett Grieves and his ’’Old New alter summer employment at the
several correct names) was a to flourish best along the banks . placed them in Jack Mitchell's i Mr an{j Mrs. Roy Weaver,
Englanders" entertained. The Oceon House.
highly medicinal and widely of dikes and pot-holes where bait-barrel- he never forgave
Sunday School wiU begin at
The village is welcoming the
musical program was enjoyed
used remedy for various human tidewater frequently over-runs me for it either, for
they are y;45 a m. Sunday followed by
ills dating from New England's its roots—although this is not useless as bait 'or for any-! services at 11 at the Baptis: by all the Rotarians. Visitors Gunn family of New York City,
were: Kelley Crie, Don Kilgore, who arrived late this season for
earliest settlers and very likely a rule.
I thing else I know of).
i church with guest speaker.
their summer vacation.
discovered helpful by the In
Its patches are scattered | Wise Fishermen's Encyclope- Rev. Frederick Barton of Cam- Grevis Payson, David Hoch,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dalrymple
Nicholas
Pellicani,
Ralph
dians even before that.
widely over the vast marsh area dia,"
explains the
female \ den. Rev. Barton will speak at Cowan, all of Rockland. Charles and children are staying on for
of mv flower books of several hundred acres. Sel- j "spiney" (which bear young • the 7 o'clock service,
Bradford,
Augusta;
Dave a visit with Dalrymple’s mother,
teemed
to list it, leading dom is a single stand of this like a mammal' sometimes atMass will be celebrated at
Mrs. Charles Dalrymple.
m. j beheve it was possibly grass larger than an average tain a weight of 20 pounds les-! <);30 a m. Sunday at St. James' Moody, Portland; Bill Weeks,
Advent Christian Church: 10
Bangor. The prize for the Ronot a widely knowii plant or was kitchen floor, and when unen- '.imated length five feet).
I catholic Church.
a. m„ morning worship with
tarian
who
had
come
the
great

native only to seashore locali- cumbered by other less supple
Why are they called ’’spiny?’
Morning prayer will be obthe sermon theme, "The Power
ties where its true identity was growing plants, the seed heads Next week I'll show you a pic-1 served at 7:40 a. m. followed est distance went to Sam. Tillett Plant of the Church”; 11:10 a.
Ontario.
Fred
obscured in a confusion of of this grass (somewhat resem- ture that will solve that ques- (,y Holy Communion at 8 Sun- of Toronto,
Crockett reported that the paper m.. Sunday School: 6:40 p. m„
nicknames cognate with its bling oats, only smaller) respond , t‘onday at St. John's Episcopal drive was a great success and pre-prayer service; 7 p. m„
usefulness and along comes like waves of the sea to the
j Church. Sunday School at 10:30.
a full truckload was ready to evening service with sermon,
a card
from
Mrs.
Paul varying breezes across the . n — .— .in —.Ii,
Morning worship service will be sent off.
“How To Honor God". Mid
Hannennn
of
Martinsville, marsh.
be held at 11 a. m. Sunday at
week prayer meeting will bt
stating that Mathew’s Field
The photo accompanying this ROCKPORT
, the Federated Church. Tuesday,
held Thursday of this week due
Guide of New England Wild- article was a small isolated
to the pastors absence. Pastor
MRS. HERBERT CROCKETT the Friendly Circle will meet at East Waldoboro
flowers lists our controversial patch on the Carl Ross bank of
the church vestry at 7:30 p. m.
Correspondent
and Mrs. White will attend the
"little Mary ” as both Marsh ’ the river which best shows the
Telephone CEJar 6-3592
Byron Hahn will show pictures
The Mank family will meet at Maine State Conference which
Rosemary and Sea Lavender— pliant stems and feathered, al- ■“
= of his recent round the world the North Waldoboro Grange convenes Labor Day at 7:30 p.
that it spreads by seed only ways nodding seed heads, that
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Hewes of tour. Hostesses wil be Mrs. Hall Saturday, Sept. 1. for the b. at Crouseville, Maine. We
(and really more important) at full maturity are straw col- Rockport, who are spending the Bowdoin Grafton, Mrs. Lester
annual picnc dnner and meet are to return on Thursday. New
that New England Wildflower ored, glossy and rarely ever summer at Pleasant Beach. South Adams and Mrs. Vincent Good- ing.
Life Crusade meetings begin or.
Preservation
Inc.,
lists
it over 15 inches tall.
| Thomaston, had as guests. Mrs. win.
Misses Beverly and Donna Friday at 7:30 p. m. with
among its rare native flowers
Can anyone give me the cor- {Hewes’ parents, Mr. and Mrs. i Sunday School will begin at
Glaude of Rockland were guests special youth rallies on both
that should not be picked. rect name of this lovely grass' , M. L. Ludwick. of Westchester, ■ 10 o'clock Sunday at the As- of their grandparents, Mr. and
Saturday nights at 7:30 p. m.
'Which is a big surprise to me
* G »
, Pa.; her niece. Miss Pamela ! sembly of God Church followed Mrs. Joseph Glaude last week.
Morning worship will be held
considering its bountiful distri
Some "waggish” reader who Jerkins of Downington. Pa.; and by services at 11 with Rev. CalMr. and Mrs. Lew Wallace of it the Port Clyde Baptist. Church
bution in Knox County).
knows the Mussel Ridge writes: her grandson, Michael R Hewes,! vin Rogers. C A Young Peo- Friendship, Mrs. Edna John Sunday at 10:30 with Rev. Rob
I have particularly noticed "Anyone with both eyes open : of Delaware.
Pie's Group will meet at 6 p. m. son and Miss Mary C. Johnson ert C. McKinney as pastor.
that several of the smaller and couldn't go around Little Green
Miss Florence Frye of Simon- with 7 o'clock services following, of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. There will be a trio, music by
more verdant islands along Island without seeing the boat ion's Corner leaves Sunday for Tuesday, prayer service at 7:30 Clyde Sukeforth of South Wal he choir and a solo. The mes
Knox County's coast are literal- the lad and his mother must Boston. Mass., where she will P- m. Thursday. Bible study at doboro and nieces, Barbara and sage will be "Out On Third”.
attend Bay State Academy.
I 7:30 p. m.
ly ringed with a circle of Rose have landed with.”
Grethel Learson of Massachu Sunday School will follow im
marys around average highThis snide remark refers to
The executive board of the
There will be a church board setts, called on Mrs. LaForest mediately after the service.
Rockport Garden Club met neeting at 7:30 p. m. Wedncs- Mank and family over the week
A Town Meeting That Never Ends fhursday afternoon at the home ! '-ay ai the Holy Trinity Lutheran end. Mrs. Albert Wall and The author of Robert's Rules
I of Mrs Herbert Crockett. Books ' Church.
Ronald of Rockland also called of Order, parliamentary bible,
The New England Council:
| which the club is donating to the I------------------------------------------- j
Mrs. Mabel Bowden was In was a Civil War general. The
Rockport High School Library ; Mr s. Maude Whitney was dir.- j Auburn and Lewiston Sunday.
Stimulant of A Region
first edition, printed in 1876,
were marked. It was reported ! ter guest Tuesday evening of her
Miss Virginia Merrill returned ran to 4,000 copies. Since thai
Departmental Activity
“We are on the threshold of
hat glass containers had been on and daughter-in-law, Captain to Auburn
accompanied by time IS million copies have
more effective law enforcement
The Council carries out its placed in stores in town which' and Mrs. Ernest Whitney, and Miss Glenys Miller, who visited
been printed.
practices in the New England aims through a number of de
her this week.
states through further interstate partments, the heads of which will be used toward the Christ- daughter Harriet of Camden,
mas
lighting.
Anyone
wishing
to
Mrs.
Edna
Morris
was
a
guest
co-operation on the part of all are specialists in their fields.
Mrs. Margaret Matson at
six state police commissioners, The NEC activities include trans i donate toward this project may Wednesday of Mrs. Vinie John- tended the Winchenbaugh re — AUCTION —
thanks to the New England portation, industrial develop ! cend their donation to Mrs. Mil-{ son.
LEGION HALL - UNION
union at West Waldoboro Satur
Council.” says William H. Bau ment, manufacturing, fuel, en Jred Melching. Sea Street, RockSaturday, Sept. 3 — 7 p. m.
Fred A. Norwood Women's Re day.
mann, Vermont Commissioner of ergy, tax and fiscal matters,
Starting Our First Sale After
Mrs. Joseph Glaude, J. Glaude
Public Safety and chairman of natural resources, interstate re port. Mrs. Helen Duke has called [ lief Corps will meet Sept 8 at
Union Fair the Above Date.
a meeting of all the chairmen of the GAR Hall for its first fall Jr., and family were ' Sunday
the N. E. State Police Adminis lations, industry aids to eduea
the Christmas Fair, at her home meeting.
trators Conference.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert HARVEY GURNEY, Auctioneer
tion and vacation-travel.
106-lt
A determined stand has been
Monday. Sept. 19. at 7:30 p. m.
The Methodist Church choir Littlehale in Warren.
News Bureau
taken in Washington in the inter
All members are asked to start i met Thursday evening at the
Esten
Boardman.
Mrs.
Flora
est of New England because of
The Council also maintains its
DANCE - Tonight
Boardmaa and Mrs. Mabel Por
the government’s policy on re own news bureau and public rela making articles for this fair. The j church.
Everett McFarland of Holden, ter of Waldoboro, Rev. Royal
sidual oil restrictions which, if tions department which deals next regular meeting wil! be Sept.
With BOB WARREN
continued, will cost oil users with all media on a nationwide i 8 at the Boat Club at 1:30 p. m. Mass., was a guest Wednesday Brown of North Waldoboro,
in the region an additional basis and is constantly receiving Mrs. Gwendolyn Stranahan will1 of Mrs. Lillian Keller. Union Mrs. Albert Wall and Ronald of
and His Orchestra
$10,000,01)0 a year in operating and fulfilling assignments for show slides on the club activities. Street.
Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Leland
LAKEHURST
- Damariscotta
expenses.
New England stories used by the
Mrs. Olive Sylvester was hon- Orff of Chapel Corner. Mr. and
A new vacation center has news services, regional and na Refreshments were served by the
58-S-tf
|
hostess.
I
ored
on
her
80th
birthday
with
a
Mrs. E. A. Flanders of New
been opened in New York’s tional press, radio and television
The
Women's
Society
of
Chrisdinner
party
given
by
Mrs.
Rockefeller Plaza where every and for the Voice of America as
castle were recent callers of
month thousands of Americans well as the nation’s magazines tian Service met Wednesday eve- Emma Torrey where Mrs. Syl- Mrs. Florence Flanders.
inquire about and plan trips to and network outlets.
ning at the home of Mrs. Bea- tester lives. The color scheme
Mr. and Mrs. J. Glaude, Mrs.
LOBSTERS
New England.
The Council publishes its own
These are just some results of magazine, The New Englander, trice Richards for their first fall was pink. She had as special Sadie Glaude and Arthur Crock
guests.
Mrs.
Fannie
Clater.
an
'
meeting.
Hostesses
were
Mrs.
ett called at Earl Reynolds.
New England Council effort in highly readable mirror of busi
ALIVE or BOILED
the last few months.
ness happenings in the six-state Muriel Welt. Mrs. Carolyn Sims old school mate, and Mrs Bea-' North Waldoboro Thursday eve
EVERY SUNDAY
But what, precisely, is The area. Widely quoted, it goes to and Mrs. Richards. The next trice Knobs of Camden. After ning.
New England Council?
more than 13.000 subscribers.
meeting will be Sept. 14 at the noon guests were her grandson,| Miss Evelyn Eaton will be
• to S
Good question. While there
home of Mrs. Alice Welt in Cam jamts Sylvester, and Mrs. Elsie soloist at the Littlefield Me
are few who haven’t heard of it, Works with 40 Congressmen
KEAG RIVER BRIDGE
den. Hostesses will be Mrs. Doro Dougherty of Camden who pre morial Baptist Church in Rock
there are many unmindful of its
The New England Council,
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL
functions. The question cannot with general offices in Boston, is thy McPheters. Mrs. Ethel Peers sented Mrs. Sylvester a decorated land Sunday.
LYric 4-7463
be answered in one sentence.
composed of six individual state and Mrs. Dorothy Sprague. The birthday cake. In the evening, i
Had the United States been councils. It is under the guid flower commit ;ee for the Sun Mrs. Sylvester was a d:nner
There are 9,025 weekly news
South Thomaston
settled from West to East, New ance of a 108-member board of day services at the Methodist guest of her son and daughterpapers in the U.S. 332 semi
England
which could fit inside directors, 18 from each of the
Lions Club
Church will be Mrs. Dorothy in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford weeklies, and 33 papers publish
several other states — would six states.
70-S-tf
Crockett.
Mrs.
Fay
Doucette
and
Sylvester,
and
children,
James
probably have been settled as
In Washington, experienced
ing three times a week.
and Linda, at Camden. She reone state.
staff members work constantly Miss Elizabeth Doucette.
We can be thankful this didn't against discriminatory regional
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Rich- ceived many gifts, cards and
happen — but — of course — legislation and taxation. They ards and Mr. and Mrs. Walter flowers.
six states in such a small geo fight the New Englanders’ battle
Mrs. Emma Torrey entertained
graphic area present certain eco. for passage of beneficial legis Carroll have returned home from
a trip to Gaspe, Quebec.
Tuesday evening in honor of
nomic problems which require lation. They work very closely
united action on a regional scale with all 40 New England con
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Law- Mrs. Carrie Copeland of Winiinsgressmen.
rence Grey have been Mr. and ville, Mass. Refreshments of ice
Formed by Governors
Mrs. George Coughlin of Wal- cream, cookies and punch were
The New England Council was
Non Political
:ham. Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. Den- served by the hostess. Guests beestablished by the six New Eng
Untrammeled by political alii- nis Anderson and children. Mary sides the hostess and honored
land governors 35 years ago. ances, the Council, with the
This completely regional organi knowledge and complete co-oper Ann and Dennie. of Kansas, and guest were Mrs. Bertha Sylvester
zation has three main objectives: ation of the six New England Carl Anderson ot Nebraska.
and daughter. Miss Doris Sylvesto represent New England in governors, crosses state borderTwin Town Cadets Junior ter. Mrs. Olive Sylvester and
Washington on matters that are to seek, study, recommend and Drum and Bugle Corps of Cam- Mrs. Mayme Wolfe,
of particular significance to the promote areas in which individ
THRU
Mrs. Elmer Keller entertained
region; to encourage continued ual state activities may bo con den ar.d Rockport will give an
exhibition at Blue Hill Fair. Sun- at a coffee Tuesday moi ning.
and
expanded
co-operation solidated on a regional basis
among all departments of gov
Guests were Mrs. Joseph AnThe focal point for action on day
ernment within our six states the region’s problems and ambi
Johnson Society met Wednes- drews. Mrs. Henry Keller. Mrs.
and to promote, both within and tions, the Council is the spokewithout the region, every facet man. stimulant, salesman and day for an ail day meeting at the David Hamalainen, ar.d Mrs.
home of Miss Marion We.dman. Vernon Hunter, all of West Rockof the New England economy. , publicist of the six-state area
Picnic lur.ch was held at noon port, and Mrs. Jesse Keller of
The
need
for
promotion
«
Interstate Operations
Members tacked a quilt.
Rockville.
clearly apparent in a glanci
A striking example of the at New England’s billion-dollai
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Kaler enJoseph Morton has returned to
Council’s role as a co-ordinating vacation-travel industry, non
tertained the Crockett family at a his home at Simonton’s Curr.er
agency was its promotion this facing the fiercest kind of com
cookout Wednesday evening at after being a patient at the Camyear of a conference of top petition. Other areas — Europi
State Police officials of the six- Florida, the West Coast, fot their home at Pen-Bay Acres, den Community Hospital.
state area. It resulted in estab example — frankly covet it anil Rcckland. Those present were:
Mrs. Mayme Wolfe has relishment of the New England are determined to siphon off a
Mr. and Mrs. Vere B. Crockett of urred to her home after being
State Police Administrators Con much tourist trade as possible.
Camden, Mrs. Clarence Carr, employed as a nurse in Portference which has initiated a
Mrs. Ruby Hoffses. Clinton Kaler lane for ;he past two years
Over 3000 Members
four-way study into the problems
Rockport Thimble Club met
if training, an effective exchange
The non-partisan, non-politirai ar.d Nancy. Dickie and Teddy
ONE ADMISSION — AT GATE ONLY
Kaler of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Tuesday noon for dinner a: the
of intelligence information, im and privately supported NEC
ADULTS $1.00
CHILDREN SOc
proved methods f arson investi representing industry, labor, Roland Crockett. Mr. and Mrs. home of Mrs. Ella Russell in
gation ami study of uniform finance, and services is doing its Harvey Crockett, Mr and Mrs. Rcckland. Cards were read by
SEPTEMBER 5th IS GOVERNOR'S DAY
speed limits and traffic laws for best to see that New England i- Ernest Crockett and daughter
he members from Mrs Elizaail six states. Another outstand- not out-promoted, out-developed,
,ng example is the Council’s role or out-maneuvered by other Joyce, Mr and Mrs Herbert beth Lowell which she sent while
BRING THE WHOLE
Crockett, and Miss Priscilla in Canada. The club will meet
in the opening* of the New Eng states, regions and interests.
land Vacation Center in New
Crockett,
all
of
Rockport.
After
next
Tuesday
noon
with
Mrs.
FAMILY
The Council, financed solely
York’s Rockefeller Plaza. Like by more than 3000 members
the cookout colored slides were Gladys Wilson.
the Boston headquarters, it is serves ev»rv New Englander be shown by Harold Kaler.
----------------truly a New England embassy. cause it serves the region. Never
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Howe of
Annual cost of cl aning roadThousands of Americans and was there a greater need for
tourists of all nations write, call The New England Council than Camden were guests Wednesday sides of litter in the United
'r visit the New England Vaca- there is today — as we face the ) evening of Mr. and Mrs. Charles States is estimated at $30 niilehaUeosiog Sixties,
n Center every month.
_
104-106
Carver.
lion.

T

AUGUST 30th

SEPTEMBER 5th

WINDSOR

! cal Center in Portland.
! Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller of
ROCKVILLE
East Friendship were recent
MISS JOSEPHINE TOLMAN | callers of Mr. and Mrs. Vesper
I HaU.
Correspondent
Dr. and Mrs. Harold Herber of
Tel. LYric 4-7622
Carle Place. Long Island, N. Y..
were guests for a few days of
Miss Joyce Farmer spent last
Rev. and Orel Ward and daugh
week on a sigh-seeing trip in
Canada. She accompanied Mr. ter, Susan.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Knowlton
and Mrs. Burton Bickmore and
spent a few days this week on a
Becky Bickmore of Rockland.
sightseeing trip to New Bruns
They visited New Brunswick,
wick and Prince Edward Island.
Prince Edward Island, Nova
Mrs. Eva Hooker of Bath was
Scotia and Cape Breton Island.
a caller Tuesday afternoon of
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Simmons ! Mrs. Vesper Hall.
of Tenants Harbor were callers
Miss Mary Ann Moran, four
Saturday of their cousin, Miss year old daughter of Mr. and
Lottie Ewell. Miss Ewell ac Mrs. Donald Moran, is a patierli
companied them to East Union at Dow Air Force Base Hospita'M
where they called on friends.
in Bangor.
A picnic was held at Mirror
Lake Sunday by Mr. and Mrs.
Mathew Starr. Guests were: Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
Mr. and Mrs. David Anderson
from Seattle Wash., Mr. and
Mrs. Wilpas Sallinen and RichCAMDEN THEATRE
Sallinen of Rockland, Mr. and
Mrs. Walpas Sallinen, Betsy
SATURDAY, SEPT. 3
Sallinen, Barbara Sallinen of
LAST DAY SHOWING
Cushing and Donald Starr.
Miss Mary Jane Hallowell has
“RAT RACE”
returned home after spending a TONY
DEBBIE
few weeks with her cousin, Miss CURTIS
REYNOLDS
CARTOON
Lynn Bronkie in Woodmont,
Conn.
Terry and Gerry Crockett,
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
twin daughters of Mr. and Mrs.
SEPT. 4-5-6
Harold Crockett of Lincolnville
“TALL STORY”
spent Sunday with their grand ANTHONY PERKINS
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
JANE FONDA
Tolman.
Short Subject
Mrs. Ronald Abbott is a sur
106-lt
gical patient at the Maine Medi-

A

LYric 4-5141

KnoX

SUN. - MON. - TUES.
SUNDAY, 3:00-5:00-6:45-8:45
MONDAY-TUESDAY,
2:00 - 6:40 - 8:45

Il J X I* AO(4 >4* w

Starring

From WARNED BROS.

ENDS SATURDAY -

0

T

"JOURNEY TO CENTER OF EARTH"

STARTS WEDNESDAY - "OCEANS 11" - F. Sinatra

106-lt

■QC.L.NP1 II... TW,*r>|----

ENDS SATURDAY

DEBBIE REYNOLDS
GLENN FORD
in

NOW PLAYING thru TUES.
Daily: Mat. 2 - Eve. 6:45-8:45
Sunday continuous from 3:’00

",GAZEBOn
Plus
JOCK MAHONEY
'MONEY. WOMEN

AND GUNS"

-

COLOR

-

SUN.-MON.-TUES.

This Year’s Top

Sea Drama

KENNETH MORE
DANA WYNTER
2a•—.—
JOHN 3RA90UWIUS ~

artuar

KIU

Doosias

Novak

ERNIE

CaSBANA

KOWS BlMSH
Strangers
Wen

CINkmaScoPE

Sincerely Recommended
By the Management as
GREAT ENTERTAINMENT
— ALSO —
HOLLYWOOD'S NEWEST
COMEDY TEAM
Tommy Noonan

Pete Marshal

"THE ROOKIE"

------------- ■ »
7

WALTER
MATTHAJ
riRGINIA ERUCEKENI SMIiH

HELEN GALLAGHEI

!t™” , I,, tr l,« HUNTER, [,.« „ „„ „„ „„„
Proceed and Directed by RlCHARO QUINE
UtYNA-QuiNf Production • CmsmaScope • EASTMAN COLO

COMING WEDNESDAY
'The Lost World'

106-lt

106-lt
SPECIAL

| MIDNITE SHOWS
FRIDAY - SUNDAY
September 2 - 4
ADVANCE PRICES THIS SHOW ONLY. 90«

ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
kakim'j

the
nakc^

^FUN FOR ALL

GATES OPEN 11:45 — SHOW STARTS AT 12:00

106-lt

I

CLASSIFIED ADventures!

REAL

ESTATE

CUSHING

________________ 1_____________________

< >

1 »

’Cousens' Realty:’
Shout

Business Opportunities

It From
the

Classified

Columns

COURIERof the...

GAZETTE

Classified advertisements In this section having three
lines or less will be inserted once for $1. and three times for
$2. Additional lines will be charged at 20 cents per line for
tbe first insertion and 10 cents per line for each additional
Insertion. Figure five short words per line In preparing
classified advertisements. Advertisements which call for
mailing to The Courier-Gazette on behalf of the advertiser
will carry an additional charge of 50 cents.
Payment for classified advertising in advance of* pub
lication is required. Exceptions are those firms and persons
having regular accounts with The Courier-Gazette.
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

GI JOE Mobile Lunch Cart for
sale, with established clientele,
doing excellent business. 288
MAIN STREET. ______
96-tf
1949 JEEPSTER for sale. Tel.
LYrie 4-5481 or may be seen at
60 OCEAN STREET.
87-tf

PINE TREE STABLES, Home
of Fine Horses, offers for sale a
few well broken, good looking
saddle horses. Some English,
some western and some saddlebreds. Inquire directions, Reed’s
Store, South China. Maine. Stable
located on Cross Hill Road. Vas
salboro. Maine.________ 105-107
A Sears One Wheel Utility Trail
er for sale, 42x54x10 with extra
tire and tube. $45. F. S. MORSE.
344 Main Street.
105-107
HIGH Quality 2nd Crop Baled
Hay for sale, available in field
now. ALEX HARDIE. Union,
Tel. STate 5-2549.
105*107
TRADE NOW! Let us install a
new forced air oil furnace In your
home! All leading makes Includ
ing INTERNATIONAL NO DOWN
PAYMENT! 5 year terms State
wide! FREE Steam Iron or Mixer
through Sept. Write today for
FREE estimate to SUPERIOR
HEATING CO.. INC., 351 Sher
wood Street. Portland, Me. NO
OBLIGATION!_______ 105*111
NINE Cu. Ft. GE Refrigerator
for sale. 10 Rockland Street,
TEL. LYrlc 4-5218.
105*107

HOBBY -CRAFT CORNER

ART - CRAFT - MODEL
SUPPLIES
STAMPS
COVERS
266 So. Main St.
Rockland
62-tf

FOR SALE: 1 used 6 cu. foot
Gas Refrigerator A. C. McLOON
CO Phone LYrie 4-5531.
97-tf
FIRE Extinguishers, Welding
Equipment and Supplies. MOR
RIS GORDON AND SON, Tel.
LYrie 4-4500.
44-tf
ALUMINUM Windows, Doors.
Awnings and Siding for sale.
KENNISTON BROS.. Tel. Rock
land LYrie 4-5424 or CRestwood
4-2686.__
15-tf
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale, reg
ular $10.95 for $6 95. NORTH
EASTLAND TRADING POST.
REAL ESTATE
Thomaston.
1-tf
PIPE FOR SALE
DOLLAR DAY SALE
Black and galvanized. All sizes.
You’ve Got The Dollars
Low prices. BICKNELL MFG.
We’ll Make The Sale
CO., Lime Street.
1-tf
Rockland - Central: 8 rooms.
TESTED — GUARANTEED
V-i baths, laundry, 2 car garage,
USED APPLIANCES
large lot, $13,900.
Refrigerators. Electric Ranges,
North End: 8 rooms, lVis baths,
Gas Ranges, Automatic Washers garage, corner lot, $8000.
and Dryers. Wringer Washers.
Warren Village: 7 rooms, 114
ALBERT E. MacPHAlL, INC., ba’hs, fine condition, $7500.
r449 Main Street, Tel. LYrlc 4-5751. I Rockland - Central: 5 rooms
48-tf I and bath, near stores, insulated,
LOAM, Driveway Gravel, Ce-1 $8500.
ment Gravel. Mortar Sand and i Spruce Head: 6 room house. 30
Drainage Rock for sale. NEIL acres land. $2500.
RUSSELL. Tel. LYrie 4-5667.
Spruce Head: 4 room Insulated
50-tf house, fishing rights, partly fur
nished.
$3500.
' NINE Week Old Red Duroc
Rockland - Central: 6 room
Pigs for sale. $15. SHARON
bungalow, modern bath, sunSTEELE, Tel Washington 1-2.
104306 porch. garage. $16,000.
3700 Lamkiu Sexlink Pullets for | Rockland - Central: 12 rooms.
sale. 22 weeks old. HUGO LAUR- 144 baths, detached barn, good
1LA. Cushing. Tel. FLeetwood income prospects, $7500.
4-2301.
104-106 i Friendship - Dutch Colonial: 6
rooms. 34 baths, sunporch, 3 car
SIX House Lots for sale, city I garage, 3 acres, year ’round, in
sewerage available, priced be-; sulated, excellent, $29,000.
tween $500 and $1000. can be fi
North End - Rockland: 7 rooms
nanced. BURTON BICKMORE, and bath, garage, good lot. $7000.
19 Center Street. Tel. LYrie 4-4324
Union - Ranch Style: 5 rooms
105*107 and bath, attached garage, large
1956 FORD V-8 for sale, R&H. lot, 5 years old, $10,500.
J. LOW. 116 North Main, Tel.
Ballard Park: 6 rooms, bath,
LYrie 4-4721.
105-107 sunporch, aluminum siding and
NEW 3 Bedroom 55 foot Mobile windows, shore front, year ’round,
Home for sale at drastic reduc- $15,000.
tion—May be seen at 121 BEECH 1 Ash Point: Year ’round, 3
rooms plus, full cellar, good lot,
ST., or call LYrie 4-5676.
106*108 ! $2000.
Union Farm: 8 rooms and
TWO Large Oil Drums and 1
constant level valve for sale. 43 flush. Cape Cod, full cellar, aver
Granite Street. TEL. LYrie 4-4887. age condition. 6 acres, $7000.
Union: Poultry house on %
105*107
acre with lake shore, $5500.
Warren - Cape Cod: 6 rooms
and flush, small barn, 60 acres.
Detroiter - Homette
$5000.
Rockville - Cape Cod: 6 rooms,
Fleetwood
modern bath, open chamber,
large poultry barn, two car ga
Mobilhomes. Bank rates,
rage, 60 acres, $16,000.
$4 down, 7 years on balance,
Owls Head Cottage: 6 rooms,
50’xl0’, 2 bedrooms, $4,895.
full bath, sunporch, two garages,
Delivered and set-up.
130’ shore front, fully furnished,
$8500.
Stanley Pooler Co.
Camp on the Crick: Three
rooms, 120’ shore, $1500, nuff sed.
COLLEGE AVENUE
Owls Head - Island plus shore
Route 201 and 100, Waterville
lot, $9,500.
TR 2-6704
Dynamite Beach: 5 room cot
97-S-tf
tage. fireplace, shore front. $6000.
Friendship - Cottage: 3 bed
FOR SALE: Stainless Steel Bulk : rooms. 2 baths, kitchen, living
Milk Tank. Dairy-Kool. Capacity room, sunporch. furnished. $6000.
1329 lbs. Used 2 years. -$1250 or | Cushing Cottages: 4 cottages trade young stock. BURLEIGH 2-1 bedroom. 2 - 2 bedroom, all
MANK. JR . Haworth Farm. Rt. 1 have baths, nice shore, plus six
22, Waldoboro.__________ 106*109 room and bath year ’round house
ODD Lot of Chairs for sale, to be sold separately or as busi
need refinishing; also, girls cloth ness.
Also many other listings of all
ing in excellent cond. Reason
descriptions.
able. TEL. FLeetwood 4-2447.
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II
106-lt
Real Estate - Insurance
STARTED PULLETS for sale,'
491
Main Street
LYrie 4-S70S
Ames-In-Cross 505's Brown egg
106-lt
layers. 4500 hatched June 14th,
4000 hatched July 26th. 5000
FOR SALE
hatched August 5th. All Harco
No. 1. An owner of a cottage
Black Sexlinks. 3500 hatched Auleft his keys with me; that
W gust 9th. Contact MAURICE has
will
help sell lt. The asking price
LEONARD. Warren. CRestwood
3-2088. or Philip E. Smith. New is $4,700. However, what I would
castle, LOcust 3-3332.
96-107 like Is: Have an interested buyer
see cottage with me, then If in
terested. make a reasonable offer
and lt wlll be forwatded to the
AFRICAN VIOLETS
owner.
For Sale at
You can do better buying a cot
THE COUNTRY VIOLET HOUSE
Many Varieties — Open Sunday tage now than ln the spring.
Thanks for reading.
Rt. 3 at Sherman's Corner
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
In Liberty Near Lake St. George
Tel. LYrie 4-717$
104-106

4

<1

1

M

LOAM Sand - Giavel for sale
Also, 24" fireplace wood. HOW
ARD N PROCTOR. Tel. LYrie
4-4268 _______________ 105*107
WANT SOMETHING?

CHECK THE CLASSIFIEOSI

♦

LAWRESTON C CRUTE
Correspondent
Telephone FL 4-2293

163 Main Street
Rockland, Maine

COUSEN’S REALTY
James S. Cousens
170 Maverick Streel

Across From Golf Course
Tel. LYrie 4-5160
Rockland. Maine
106-lt
SMALL House for sale, neat
town ln Camden, 4 rooms and
bath, full cellar. $3250. CALI
CEdar 6-3167.
104-106

Mothers

Ages - 3 Years and Over
MRS. RALPH DUNTON
40 Lakeview Drive
Tel. LYrie 4-4479
104-106

FALL

IS

HERE!

HOUSE CLEANING
COLD WEATHER
HUNTING
NEW TV SHOWS

FOR SALE
Lake cottage, like new, pine
CALL LYrie 4-4451 TODAY!
paneled, inlaid floors, bedroom. 1
bath, large combination living Expert Service
dining area. Nicely furnished in
cluding electric range, refrigera
• Vacuum Cleaners
tor. and achorn fireplace. Beau
• Sewing Machines
tiful shorefront wooded lot, love
ly setting and good fishing. If I
• Furnace Cleaning
wanted a new, compact, lovely
• Shotguns and Rifles
lakefront cottage, this would be
it. Priced to sell as $3750.
• TV Check Up
Attractive duplex home in
Sears, Roebuck
Rockland with new kitchens, new
bathrooms, modern central heat
and large lot. Offered by willing ,
and Co.
seller for $12,500.
285 MAIN STREET
Economical home in Washing-1
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ton; may be used as summer
105-107
home or all year use. 4 rooms,
garage and about 2 acres of land. I
Located in pretty country setting.
LINOLEUM-RUG-TILE
$2500.
SERVICE
16 Years Experience
For details and inspection call
Also Inside and Outside Painting
F. H. WOOD, Court House.
105-107
And Work of All Kinds
RALPH L. THOMPSON
15 Columbia Ave., Tel. LY 4-7026
___________ ______
92-tf
WANTED
SEPTIC Tanks and Cesspool?
cleaned. Prompt 24 hour service.
KITTENS wanted, extra nice THE FENDERSON SANITARY
long haired. Write BOX 332, SERVICE. Tel. Rockland LYrie
Rockland.
106*108 4-5292 or Old Orchard WE 4-2051
WOMAN wanted to grade and ________________________ 97308
candle eggs. Apply RICHARD B.
SEWING Machines and Vacuum
YOUNG. West Meadow Road, Cleaners, all makes, serviced in
Tel. LYrie 4-5428.
106*U your home. SINGER SEWING
WE Buy Scrap Iron, Metals. CENTER, 395 Main Street, Rock
66-tf
Rags and Batteries.
MORRIS land, mjLYric 4-7025.
GORDON and SON, Tel. LYrie
WEST MEADOW HOME
4-4500, Leland Street. Rockland
Chronic
—
Convalescent
hum
State Approved
DRESSMAKING and Misc.
Operated by Licensed Nurses
Sewing wanted. MRS. RUTH
Private Rooms Available
RUSSELL, Tel. LYrlc 4-5667.
TEL. LYrie 4-4913
_______________ 78-Th-tf
For Appointment
MAN wanted to work on poultry __ _________________
104-106
farm. Apply In person. L. B.
ROKES. Cobb Road. Camden. Cesspools and Septic Tanks
Maine.
____ _______________103-tf Cleaned, repaired and Installed
! PAINTERS wanted. Top wages. Automatic cleaning equipment
Apply In person. KENNETH Free Inspection and estimates
SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, local!'
I BARTER, Tenants Harbor.
_
___ 105-107 owned and operated. Tel. Cam
den CEdar 6-2687 .
33-ti
GIRL or Woman wanted to help
RADIO. TV AND ANTENNA
with housework and part-time
SERVICE
care of two school children. Out
Bernard C. Kaler, Jr.
side Boston in winter. Camden ln
7 Broad Street
summer MRS. GEORGE THUR
68 tl
BER. JR.. Camden. Tel. CEdar ________ Tel. LYrie 4-8140
RALPH L. RICHARDS
6-2072. ____ ____________ 105-107
Floor Sanding Service
BABY Sitter wanted, 7:30 a. m.
to 3:30 p. m. school days. Write Have reflnlshed over 6.000 floor?
In last 20 years in Knox County
Y. S., % The Courier-Gazette.
105*107 Tel. LYrie 4-5281. 25 Franklin
Street
«’ t<
MATURE WOMEN . . . If you
DRESSMAKING - Alterations
have four hours a day and are
able and willing to work. Avon Coats and Suits. MRS. JEAN
has a wonderful earning oppor- VIALE. 16 Summer Street 3-tf
: [unity for you. For interview a*
your home write MRS MAR
GARET GARDNER. RFD 1,
ATTENTION
Thomaston, or phone LYrlc
HOME OWNERS
4-5292
_
104-106
BELL Boy wanted, must be
Inside * Outside Painting
neat in appearance. Apply at
the Thorndike Hotel.
104-tf
WOMAN wants position as
General Improvements
practical nurse or companion.
Has references. TEL. LYrlc
SCHOFIELD
106-106 4-53S2.
104*106

SEVEN Room house ln Warren
Village for sale. Hardwood floors,
oil. bot air furnace, sun room,

garage. MRS. BERYL REEVER,
Tel. CRestwood 4-2351.

Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
; ^Cottages, Lots and Dwellings: ;
Alan Klnne were Mr. and Mrs.
170 Maverick Street ! W. S. Metcalf and family of
Harrisburg, Pa. Mrs. Metcalf
TIL LYrie 4*5160
was a classmate ol Mrs. Klnne
Across from Golf Coarse !
at Madison College in Harris
■ >
tn burg, Va., and this was the first
time their families had been to
A-5. North End: Comfortable gether.
five room house on large corner .Miss Barbara Kenney has en
lot with one car garage. Newly tertained at the Cedars, Miss
done kitchen, dining room, living Barbara Garcelon of Auburn
room, as well as sunporch on t and Miss Margaret McCloskey
first floor; two bedrooms and |
bath on second. Hot air heat, oil | of the Woods Hole Oceano
fired, and electric hot water graphic Institution on Cape Cod.
heater. An excellent value at | Mr. and Mrs. Rodman Flinch
$10,750. GI no down payment - ! baugh and Mr. and Mrs. Alan
FHA $500 down.
Klnne were recently entertained
A-12. Ideal smaller home, built by Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dor
six years ago. Kitchen, living nan at the Samoset Hotel. Mr
room, two bedrooms and bath.1
Full deep cellar, hot air heat, oil Dornan is a New England
fired, and electric hot water heat-, humorist, famous for his aper. Economical to heat and main-; .learauces on the Jack Paar
tain. Priced within your reach television show.
at just $7,500. FHA $500 - GI no
The Rand Smith concert at
down payment.
Broad Cove Church on Friday
A-33. North End: In residential evening was very well attended
A zone, neat five room home with
attached garage, located on pleas The church is most grateful for
ant tree-shaded street. Living his services.
room, dining room and kitchen
downstairs, and two bedrooms
The U. S. has 28 railroad tun
and bath on second floor. Full
cement cellar has hot air multi nels, each over one mile long.
pipe furnace. $9,000. FHA $500
down.
A-52. Near golf course: Au- i BOATS AND MOTORS
thentic Cape Cod house ln good
condition. Combination kitchen - 1 NEW 22’ Lobster Boat for sale,
family room, dining room, long 6 cyl. Chev. engine. LEROY
living room with fireplace down DODGE. West Street. Rockport.
stairs; three bedrooms and bath I
104*106
up. Full cellar, forced hot air ;
heat, all new plumbing and;
wiring within last five years. [
COTTAGES
Fenced-In back yard. Low taxes.
Price $10,000 - FHA $500 down TWO Bedroom Cottage to let
GI no down payment.
on the shore at Spruce Head.
C-9. Camden: New five room i Call LYrlc 4-4927 or Inquire al
ranch type house, with large, ■ the Island. MRS. TED SYLVES
oak-floored living room, modern TER.________ •.
78* tf
kitchen, dining room, two bed- i
rooms and full tiled bathroom. I CRESCENT Beach Cottage to
Forced hot air heat, oil-fired, and let. CLINTON J. BOWLEY, 85
electric hot water heater. Ample Granite Street, Tel. LYrie 4-7012.
98-tf
closet space. Will GI at $9,800
EXCEPTIONAL new shorefront,
with no down payment. FHA
heated, furn. cottage to let in
$500 down.
B-l. Cushing: Original Cape Owls Head. Half price Sept., Oct.
Cod house over 100 years old. 85 Boat. MRS. STEWART SAWYER,
acres more or less with 224 j 25 Ocean Road, South Portland.
106-lt
rods on river. Large, low-posted i
rooms. First floor: kitchen, din-!
ing room and double living room. :
Second floor: three bedrooms and i
SERVICES
full bath. Hot water heat, oil,
fired: electric hot water heater. 1
LAKEVIEW
Artesian well. Priced at $12,000. |
DAY NURSERY
GI no down payment - FHA $500 j
Baby Sitting Services
down.
For Working and Shopping

102-tf

i1IMOCaalUIaUaAtllwllAM

HOME IMPROVEMENT
Courier-Gazette
Classified Ads
Produce Results

SERVICE
1$ GROVE ST.

LY 4-5917

61-S-tf

Sanford of Liberty called on i tion asking that Maurice R. MeRalph Robbins, Tuesday. On I Kusic of Owls Head or some
other suitable person be appoint
Wednesday, Mrs. Martha Keller. ed Administrator, with bond.
Mrs. Edith Phillips and son Rob
ESTATE NIKOLAI KORHO
ert of Beverly, Mass., and Mr. NEN, late of Thomaston, de
ceased. Petition for Administra
and Mrs. Ted Perry of Somer tion asking that Ida S. Korhonen
ville, Mass., were callers of of Thomaston or some other suit
Mr. and Mrs. Robbins.
able person be appointed Admin
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Edwards istratrix, with bond.
ESTATE CHARLOTTE B. Mo
of Bridgeport, Conn., Mr. and
Mrs. Ei-win Edwards and Mr. MANUS, late of Rockland, de
and Mrs. Bell of Easton, Conn., ceased. First and Final Account
presented for allowance by Hazel
were recent callers of Mrs. Pease. Administratrix, d.b.n.
Marion Hart.
ESTATE CLAYTON 8. BALL,
late of North Haven, deceased.
LEGAL NOTICE
First and Final Account present
PROBATE NOTICES
ed for allowance by Leone E.
STATE OF MAINE
, Ball, Special Administratrix.
ESTATE OLIVE A. CROCK
To all persons interested In
either of the estates hereinafter ETT. late of South Thomaston, de
ceased. First and Final Account
named:
At a Probate Court held at presented for allowance by Ever
Rockland, in and for the County of ett L. Baum. Jr., Administrator.
Knox, on the sixteenth day of Au
ESTATE FRANCES B. NEW
gust. in the year of our Lord one HALL. late of Rockland, de
thousand nine bundled and sixty, ceased. First and Final Account
and by adjournment from day to presented for allowance by Ed
day from the sixteenth day of gar L. Newhall. Executor.
-aid August.
; THE FLEET OILER FOLLOWING
ESTATE JAMES A. COS
! CLOSE BEHIND OK WAITING AT A
The following matters having TELLO, late of Rockland, de
been
presented
for
the
action
PARTICULAR RENDEZVOUS IN MID
ceased. First and Final Account
thereupon hereinafter indicated presented for allowance by Kath
OCEAN MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO
it
is
hereby
ORDERED:
KEEP A FLEET AT SEA FOR WEEKS.
erine F. Oliver. Administratrix.
That notice thereof be given
THIS WAS THE NAVY'S SECRET Of
ESTATE FLORENCE P.
to
all
persons
interested,
by
caus

SUCCESS DURING WORLD VfAR II.
HAHN, late of Friendship, de
ing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
USS KAWISKIWI IS TYPICAL OF
published three weeks successive- ceased. First and Final Account
, THE FLEET OILERS THAT SERVICE
y in The Courier-Gazette, a news presented for allowance by Gran
OUR GLOBAL NAVY. SHE IS 6S5
paper published at Rockland, in ville E. Carleton. Executor.
i FEET LONG, DISPLACES 11,600
ESTATE THELBERT P. CARsaid County, that they may ap
TONS,- HAS A SPEED OF 20 KNOTS.
pear at a Probate Court to be ROLL. late of Warren, deceased
held at said Rockland on the First and Final Account present
wentieth day of September, A. D. ed for allowance by Virgie F
’’“60 at ten o'clock in the fore Studley, Executor.
Mrs. Taylor, Friday.
ESTATE JESSIE M. YOUNG,
Mrs. Gertrude Monkhouse ant' noon, and be heard thereon if
SOUTH HOPE
late of Rockland, deceased. First
Mrs. Kate Taylor attended th they see cause.
FLORENCE M. PATTERSON, and Final Account presented for
78th Payson - Fogler Reunion,
Correspondent
'ate of Owls Head, deceased. Will allowance by Freeman S. Young.
JOSIE ROBBINS
Saturday, at Rockport.
and Codicil and Petition for Pro Executor.
Tel. STate 5-2395
Mr. and Mrs. Gladys Winslow bate thereof asking that said Will
ESTATE ALAN I. AMES of
and child of LincolnviUe were and Codicil may be proved and Cushing. First and Final Ac
Mrs. Linnibel Sprowl of Apple- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ned allowed and that Letters Testa count presented for allowance by
ton called on Mrs. Ruth Pease Berry, Saturday evening.
mentary issue to Eliot R. Duncan Robert W. Ames, Guardian.
Tuesday. On Wednesday, Mrs.
Mrs. Hope Crabtree and chil-, of Danvers, Massachusetts, he
ESTATE LOUISE M. AMES of
Mabel Poland and friend of | dren of Rockport caUed on the being the Executor named there Cushing. First and Final Ac
in.
without
bond.
Round Pond were callers.
count presented for allowance by
Bowley and Donald Pushaw
MADELINE B. LAWRENCE, Robert W. Ames. Guardian.
James Pease and son, Jethro, families Sunday.
late of Rockland, deceased. Will
ESTATE CARL W. MOFFITT,
of Lincolnville ca’led on Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sprowl and Petition for Probate thereof,
Annie Pease, Saturday.
and family of Warren caUed oi: J asking that said Will may be late of Rockland, deceased. Six
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Taylor Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Pease,: proved and allowed and that teenth and Final Account pre
sented for allowance by First Naof Waltham. Mass., called on his Sunday.
Letters Testamentary issue to : tional Bank of Portland, Trustee.
brother. Wilbert Taylor, and
Jerome
C.
Burrows
of
Rockland,
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Edwards
ESTATE LEDA MACY UN
and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ed- j he being the Executor named DERHILL. late cf Owls Head, de
herein,
without
bond.
wards of Bridgeport, Conn.,
ceased. Final Account present
called on Mrs. Hazel Hart. Fri- i RAYMOND A. HOCH, late of ed for allowance by Wendell T.
MISCELLANEOUS
Rockport, deceased. Will and Fitzgerald. Executor of Estate of
day.
Petition for Probate thereof, ask
Mr. and Mrs. Hairy Edwards ing that said Will may be proved Eliot Underhill, deceased Trustee.
WELL! WELL! WELL!
ESTATE CLIFFORD E.
If it is water you need, write and two friends were guests of | ind allowed and that Letters
R W. DRINKWATER. WeU Drill Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hart, Fri Testamentary issue to Ruth A. GOULDING. late of Owls Head,
ing Contractor, P O. Box 135, day evening.
Hoch, she being the Executrix deceased. Petition for ConveyI ance of Real Estate According to
Camden. Tel. CEdar 6-2768. In Mrs. Anne Dickens of Naples. named therein, without bond.
i Contract situated in Owls Head,
stallment plan also available, no
GLADYS
V.
CARVER,
late
of
down payment ncessary. Mem Mrs. Hazel Hart, Mr. and Mrs. Union, deceased. Will and Peti and fully described in said peti
ber of New England and National Arthur Hart and Mr. and Mrs. tion for Probate thereof, asking tion presented by Lillian A. Mer' row of Haddonfield, New Jersey.
Associations.
72-tf Halver Hart were overnight
said Will may be proved
guests, Saturday, of Mr. and :hat
ESTATE CARL W. MOFFITT,
WILL GO ANYWHERE
md allowed and that Letters
For inside or outside painting, Mrs. Stanley Eaton in Chelms Testamentary issue to Gerald E. '.ate of Rockland, deceased. Peti
also paper hanging. Call FRANK ford. Mass. Mr. and Mrs. El Jarver of Union, he being the tion for Distribution preseated by
BRIDGES. JR. The best of work mer Hart joined them Sunday, Xxecutor named therein, without First National Bank of Portland.
i Trustee.
fully guaranteed. Tel Rockland and they attended the 50th wed bond.
LYrie 4-7205 .
47-tf ding anniversary of Mr. and
ESTATE GEORGE E. HOR
WILLIAM L. BARRETT, late
TON. late of Rockland, deceased.
if
Warren,
deceased.
Will
and
Mrs. Richard Farnham in the
First and Final Account presentMasonic Hall in BiUerica, Mass. Petition for Probate thereof, ask- I »d for allowance by Marguerite
TO LET
ng
that
said
Will
may
be
proved
Mrs. Farnham was Blanche An| E. Harris, Executrix.
1HRLE Rooms and Bath for .lis, daughter of James A. An- ind allowed and that Letters
ESTATE GEORGE E. HOR
Testamentary issue to Nancy
rent, 1st floor, Thomaston. Ideal
for 1 or 2 people. Available nis, formerly of Lincolnville. bane Clark of Warren, she being TON, late of Rockland, deceased.
Sept. 1st. TEL. FLeetwood 4-6528 I The Farnhams have seven child he Executrix named therein, First and Final Accuont present
ed for allowance by Marguerite
after 5 p. m.
96-tf < ren. 38 grandchildren and five vithout bond.
grandchildren.
There
FOUR Room Unfurn. Down-' great
LESLIE C. STUDLEY. late of Harris. Special Administratrix.
ESTATE GEORGE E. HOR
stairs Apt. with full bath to let., were about 300 guests at the Varren, deceased. Will and PetiAlso. 3 room unfurn. upstairs apt. party.
ion for Probate thereof, asking TON. late of Rockland, deceased.
with full bath. TEL. LYrie 4-7270.
South Hope baseball team •at said Will may be proved and Petition for Determination of
__ 104-tf went to Wiscasset Sunday and lllowed and that Letters Testa- Value presented by Marguerite
PLEASANT 2 rm apt with ilayed two games. They de- icntary issue to Martha L. Stud- E. Harris. Executrix.
ESTATE NESTOR E. NIEMI,
bath to let on Camden St. Elec, eated Wiscasset 12-7 'Wiscas ';y of Warren, she being the
Executrix named therein, with- j late of Cushing, deceased. Peti
refrig.
Adults.
TEL. LYrie
set
’
s
third
loss
l,
and
Westport
tion for Allowance presented by
:ut bond.
4-5417 or 4-8011.
MKf
NORA K. WOLF, late of Thom- Patricia Niemi, widow.
TWO Room Apt. to let, kitchen Island 4-3.
Miss Lynne Pease attended a iston. deceased. Will and PetiPETITION FOR CHANGE OF
ette »nd bath, heated, stove and
'efrig. Party who works pre I birthday party for her cousin j ion for Probate thereof, asking ' \*AME asking that the name of
ferred. Tel. LYrie 4-4691 or 4-8163 Jethro Pease, at LincolnviUe or. bat said Will may be proved and Jharlene Mae McGinley of Rock
and be changed to Charlene Mae
lllowed and that Letters Testa
__ _______________ _
64-tf ; Monday.
1 Tinker presented for allowance
Mrs. Esther McFarland anc' nentary issue to Edith W. WalTO RENT: Two room 2nd flooi
iert of Allentown, Pennsylvania j iy Charlene Mae McGinley.
office, newly renovated, steam son. Roscoe, were supper guest' he being the Executrix named
> WITNESS. A. ALAN GROSSheat. E. C. MORAN COMPANY of Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Robbins i herein, without bond.
MAN. Esquire. Judge of Probate
INC., 425 Main Street. Rockland Monday. They also called o.
SHERWOOD S. UPHAM, late of ’ourt for Knox County, Rockland,
Tel. LYrie 4-4300 _
56-tf i Mrs. Marie Morton.
Lockland, deceased. Will and laine.
SMALL, Unfurn.. Heated, 3
Mrs. Alice Orff and two chile’ ’etition for Probate thereof, askAttest:
Room Apt. with bath to let. Elec •en and Mrs. Geneva Luc
ng that said Will may be proved
THOMAS C. AYLWARD
stove and refrigerator. Adults railed on Mrs. Arlene Willis o. ind allowed and that Letters
Register
106-S-112
only. TEL. LYrlc 4-4863 56-tf
’’estamentary issue to Irma F.
Tuesday.
STORE to let. $6 00 a week
Mrs. Annie Collins of Cam Jpham of Rockland, she beinf
EGAL NOTICE
he Executrix named therein,
also, apts. V. F. STUDLEY, Tel
OTICES OF APPOINTMENT
' Vrir 4-451)4 or 4-0714
<41 »• iridge, Mass., and Mrs. Alic
vithout bond.
I. THOMAS C. AYLWARD, RegJOHN EMILE MONTESANTO ster of Probate for the County
SIX Room Apt. on Georges LEGAL NOTICE
ate of St. George, deceased •f Knox in the State of Maine
River Terrace. Warren, to let.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Vill and Petition for Proba'e ereby certify that in the followAvailable Sept. 1. LEE WALKER.
WHEREAS Roland J. Sukefort!
Tel. TEmple 2-9906 .
93-tf and Phyllis G. Sukeforth, both of hereof, asking that said Will ng estates the persons were apnay be proved and allowed and
Rockland in the County of Kno: ha: Letters Testamentary issue ointed administrators, executors,
and State of Maine, by thei: o Mary E. Montesanto, alse uardians and conservators and
— FOR RENT —
mortgage deed dated February nown as Mary Bryden Monte- n the date hereinafter named.
* Folding Wheel Chairs
CHARLES L. DOW of Rockport.
13. 1958. and recorded in Kno*
anto of St. George, she being
* Hospital Reds
County Registry ol Deeds. Book , he Executrix named therein, Tuly 29. 1960, Leslie C. Dow of
* Mattresses
357, Page 333, conveyed to it vithout bond.
Tcckport was appointed Guard* Bed Side Rails
Rockland Loan and Building Asso
an, and qualified by filing bond
* Invalid Walkers
FRANK E. KERSWELL. late in same date.
ciatlon,
a
corporation
organizer
* Bed Tables
and existing under the laws of if St. George, deceased. Will and
GRACE B. KINNEY, late of
Tel. LYrie 4-8011
he State of Maine, and having it? ’etition for Probate thereof, ask 3t. George, deceased. July 19,
UNITED HOME SUPPLY
principal place of business a ng that said Will may be proved '■60. Willis B. Kinney of Rock
' 579 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND Rockland in said County of Knox md allowed and that Letters and was appointed Administrator
'
140-S-tf . a certain lot or parcel of lane' | res;amentary issue to Phoebe L tnd qualified by filing bond on
with the buildings thereon situatf I Kerswell of St. George, she being August 2. 1960.
FOUR Room apt. with bath to in said Rockiand. bounded and 1 he Executrix named therein,
CORA A. PETERSON, late of
without bond.
let; all modern conveniences, also described as follows, to wit:Vinalhaven. deceased. August
BEGINNING on the westerly ' CARRIE E. PENDLETON, late 6. i960. Ambrose A. Peterson of
3 room apt. with bath, aU modern
conveniences. TEL. LYrie 4-4359. side of Purchase Street at its if Brookline. Massachusetts, de Vinalhaven was appointed Execu_ ___
102-tf intersection with the northerly1 ceased. Exemplified copy of Wil! or, without bond.
GARAGE to lit. storage for line of Holmes Street: thence md Memorandum and probate
ALICE S. HALL, late of Rock
boat or car. CALL LYrie 4-5082 westerly by said Holmes Street1 thereof, together with Petition for land, deceased. August 16. 1960,
after 5 p. m.
104*106 424 feet to land of Albert J. Prebate of Foreign Will and Mem Rhoda H. Hamilton of Rockland
thence northerly by land orandum asking that Copy of said
THREE Room Apt. to let, year Sullivan;
of said Sullivan about 80 feet to 1 Will and Memorandum may be was appointed Executrix, without
round, overlooking Rockport Har land of Leola Hyland, now or allowed, filed and recorded in bond.
bor, cont. hot water References
:he Probate Court of Knox Coun
RUTH B STURTEVANT, late
please. MRS MAY. Tel. CEdar formerly; thence easterly by land
; of Rockland, deceased. August
said Hyland 424 feet to the | ty.
6-2135.
105-107 ol
westerly line of Purchase Street;
ESTATE MEDORA HEATH 16. 1960, Allan C. Brackett of
FOUR Room Apt. to let, newly thence southerly by said Purchase ’.ate of Warren, deceased. Will East Longmeadow, Massachu
decorated. 172 Camden Street, Street about 79 feet to the place and Petition for Probate thereof setts. was appointed AdminlstraTEL. LYrie 4 7006._______ 105*107 of beginning, subject however, to asking that said Will may be i :or, d.b.n.c.t.a., and qualified by
FURN Apt. of 5 SmaU Rooms, a right of way 16 feet wide which □roved and allowed and that Let ' tiling bond on same date.
bath and sunporch to let. Adults crosses the northerly portion of ters of Administration with the Jerome C. Burrows, Agent ln
preferred. TEL. LYrlc 4-7203.
the premises hereby conveyed ad- Will annexed be issued to Ruth E Maine.
______
105-tf ioinlng land of Hyland from Pur Fernandes of Rockland, or somr
EMILY F. MURRAY, late of
GARAGE to let at 82 Summer chase Street to land of the afore other suitable person, without Rockland, deceased. August 16.
said
Sullivan.
bond.
1960, Rhoda H. Hamilton of
Street. Available Sept. 1. TEL.
AND WHEREAS the condition
LYrie 4-4713
104-106
ESTATE NINA G. BEVERAGE. Rockland was appointed Admin
of said mortgage has been late of Rockland, deceased. Peti istratrix, with the will annexed,
broken:
tion for Administration asking without bond.
LAKEVIEW TRAILER COURT
NOW THEREFORE, by reason that Albert K. Gardner of Orono
LEFOREST A. THURSTON,
of the breach of the condition or some other suitable person be late of Rockland, deceased. Au
ROUTE 17 — ROCKVILLE
thereof it. said Rockland Loan appointed Administrator, without gust 16. i960. Clara P. ThursLot For Rent
and Building Association, by bond.
’on of Rockland was appointed
CALL WILLIAM McLAIN M. E. Montgomery, its Treasurer ESTATE MYRTLE C CURTIS, Executrix, without bond.
LYrlc 4-7438 Alter 5:30 p. m. thereunto duly authorized, does late of Owls Head, deceased.
IVAN C. BERRY, late of Rock
91-S-tf claim a foreclosure of said mort Petition for Administration ask land. deceased. June 21. 1960.
gage
Dated this 17th day of August, ing that Norma E. Meserve cf Jacqueline G. Berry of Rockland
TWO Room Furn. Heated Apt. A D 1960.
Owls Head or some other suit was appointed Administratrte,
able person be appointed Admin and qualified by filing bond on
to let. CALL LYrie 4-5548.
ROCKLAND LOAN AND
106-106
August 16. 1960.
BUILDING ASSOCIATION istrator. without bond
ESTATE EVELYN R. Mc
THREE Room Furn. Apt. to let,!
By M. E. Montgomery
Attest:
_
THOMAS C. AYLWAR1)
KUSIC, late of Rockland, de
full bath, cont. hot water. Adults
Its Treasurer
only. TEL. LYrie 4-4536. 106-tf I
100-S-106 ceased
Petition for AdministraRegister
106-S-1I2

NAVYl

FLEET OILER

Knox County Farm News 7.7
Clothing Care
Circular Now

Available Free
By Henry Teague
At long last the prices on eggs
to farmers have improved enough
so that for a temporary period at
least there are few if any loss
operations. But there is little
confidence among the producers
themselves that this profit period
will last even for a year.
Lots of cheery words are writ
ten and spoken by those connect
ed w.th the industry who enjoy
regular pay checks, but there is
very little evidence of any sound
ar.d lasting programs being de
veloped.
In the first place the house
wives of this country have been
accustomed to low prices on eggs
for so long, that it is going to be
very difficult to educate them
diKe-e-tlv. Naturally they are
not interested in the technical
aspects of the situation. They
do not realize that for most of the
la5" two years, farmers have been
selling at a loss and only now
have eggs reached price levels
that give the farmer a reasonable
profit.
In the past 10 to 12 years, egg
prices have gone much higher
than they are now as early fall
approaches. In relation to the
prices on most other commodities,
eggs should certainly be selling
at close fo $1 a dozen in the
stores right now. That would
be at least a pound and a half of
eggs for a dollar. Cettainly that
would be a reasonable price for a
pound and a half of one of the
best foods known to man.
But the housewives are not to
blame for the low prices on eggs.
Any product that stays in sur
plus over a long period of time
has to be disposed of if it is
perishable.
The poultrymen themselves
ccld make the adjustment,
theoretically at least. But the
vast number of poultrymen in this
country seem to make it imposs'h’e to create a successful or
ganized effort to institute a pro
gram of controls on production
Eggs roll into the markets of
every state by the billions from
the three million or more Rocks.
Low prices for a long period
force and scare out many flock
ow-ers. but the minute it is clear
that a period of good prices is
» -d. manv of these farmers
fill up their pens and away we go
down the drain again.
As far as I know there is no
active effort on the part of the
poultrymen a: the present time to
wo-k out some sort of a plan to
help avoid these depression
periods. It has long since be
come quite evident that no one
has a satisfactory answer.
Today, the farmer who has
made a definite decision to go
out of the hen business is prob
ably a lot happier than those who
are trying to stick it out. Quite
a number of Maine fanners have
made that decision, but in many
instances, other farmers, feed

companies and other enterprisers
have come along to fill up the
vacar*. buildings.
It looks now as though egg
prices would stay up pretty well
this fall, but one still has to
watch out for a late September
slump such as we have had the
past three years.
At the present ttme it is re
ported that the Boston egg mar
ket is nervous which indicates
that egg buyers are watching the
situation very closely and keeping
their inventories down.
The only thing we can hope for
is that eggs will stay scarce
enough for the next few months
so that prices will not be pushed
down.

VINALHAVEN
MRS. FLOYD ROBERTSON
Correspondent
Telephone 14-8

ORONO — Extension Service
Circular 354 gives Maine home
makers tips on clothing core.
It's available to Maine residents
without charge.
Circular 354 is entitled “For
Clues to Clothing Care — Read
Your Fiber Label". The cir
cular may be obtained from
home demonstration agents at
local offices of the Extension
Service. Copies are also avail
able by writing the Bulletin
Office, Cooperative Extension
Service, University of Maine.
Orono.
The new Extension circular
gives the family and trad;
.ames of various fibers in cloth,ng. It then lists suggestion;
for general care and specific
needs.
For instance, for silk and wool
.he circular suggests that coo.
emperatures in washing and
pressing
prevent
yellowing
Jnder specific needs, the circu.ar suggests that to prevent
.J ting of wool, one should use
.ow agitation in the washing ma
chine and avoid rubbing whet,
vet.
Circular 354 was compiled for
use in Maine by Jean M.
jpearin, clothing specialist. Co
operative
Extension Service.
Jniversity of Maine.

THE tSRANGE CORNER
OCEAN VIEW GRANGE
B

Nancy Link

the summer recess. Mrs. June
Starrett will be the new matron,
succeeding Miss Gerry Griffin.
Juvenile members who are en
tering the baking contest, must
have their products at the Grange
HaU Tuesday evening for judging
in conjunction with the Subordi
nate Contest.

Ocean Viwe Grange of Mar
tinsville held Its first meeting
after the summer recess on
Aug. 29 with 22 member pres
ent. Brian Routledge, master,
presided. Substituting for ab
sent officers were Miss Marilyn
WUey, Richard WaU and John
Morse. Lecturer Virginia Fay MT. PLEASANT GRANGE
The Knox Pomona Grange wiU
gave a report of her recent
trip to Orono where she at meet with Mt. Pleasant Grange
tended the New England Lee- at West Rockport at 8 p. m. Wedturers’ Conference, accompanied nesday, Sept. 7.
on the trip by Mrs. Irma Ander-; Mt. Pleasant Grange members,
son, lecturer at Owls Head1 who have not already been soGrange. They enjoyed a side Ucited kindly bring sandwiches
trip to Dow Air Force Base dur- for smoke and rang an alarm.
ing the Conference. The Nickel
March was played by Mrs. Bar WARREN GRANGE
bara Hupper and won by Ted By Nancy Benner
The Warren Juvenile Grange
Stimpson.
During the business meeting [ graduation was held during the
letters of thanks were read from program hour of the giange
the Port Clyde Library for the Tuesday evening. In the graduse of the hall during the sum-, uating class were Miss Ir‘?na
sum; from Mrs. Joyce Patter- Griffin, Miss Judy W.lliams, Miss
son for a rose when she was a , Sheila Parreault, Barrle an
patient at Knox Hospital; from Larry Jenkins and Charles StimpBertha Jones for birthday cards son. III.
Other numbers on the program:
sent to her at Brunswick; and
from Rev. Thurber WeUer of[ Piano solos- Raymond Jenkins;
the Ridge Baptist Church who i group singing by the young peo' pie; short quizzes, Lewis Gor
has been ill.
A rising vote of thanks was don; reading, “House By The
given to the redecorating com Tracks", Lucy Stimpson; song.
mittee who has worked very “That Good Grange Spirit", Juv
hard this summer under the eniles.
Two additional applications for A
chairmenship of Mr. and Mrs.
membership were received dui-'»lF
Everett Watts. A card will be
■ent to Rev. John Sawyer of ing the business meeting.
Mrs. June Starrett was appoint
Martinsville who is hospitalized.
\ check was received from ed Juvenile Matron to succeed
Hthel Pierce of Liverpool, Eng Miss Geraldine Griffin who will
land, a member of the Earnest be attending school in Massachu
Grangers Club /or the Furnace setts this fall. Mrs. Starrett has
Fund. The next regular meet selected as her assistants, Mrs.
ing will be held Monday, Sept. Doris Jenkins and Miss Ingrid
Griffin and Miss Judy Williams.
12.
Entries in the annual baking
WARREN JUVENILE GRANGE contest will be judged at the hall
next Tuesday evening.
By Luella Crockett
There will be initiation of two
Warren Juvenile Grange will
resume meetings, Sept. 6, after candidates at our next meeting.

s.a.e Aias er Maynard Dolloff presents the keys to Meenahgu Grange Hall to Mrs. Josephine
Geele. acting master, as Master Frank Sheffield looks on.
Photo by Genthnei
Paul Hopkins is visiting his
mother. Mrs. Pauline Poole.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelton Smith of
Boston are having a vacation at
their summer home.
WALDOBORO - State Master second floor used for meetings ing Granges; Gray, CobbosseeMrs. Mora Thomas entertained Maynard Dolloff conducted an and entertainments. The walls contee, Owls Head, Albion,
the Sambi Club Tuesday eve impressive ceremony for the are done in pastel green with Capitol, Cape Elizabeth, Manning at Alec Christie's camp dedication of Meer.ahga Grange natural finish floors.
Chester, Sheepscot Va'lley, Wool'Bennie Brad. Those present Hall at a public meeting Mon Frank Sheffield was master wich, Progressive, Maple, Hunwere: Mrs. Tena Christie. Mrs. day evening at Waldoboro. He of the Grange in 1955, as he is toon Hill, Nobleboro, Sidney, Planting Trees
Marion Martin. Mrs. Hilma Web was assisted by the regular offi at this time.
Pleasant River, Westcustogo,
ster, Mrs. Beulah Drew, Mrs. cers of the Grange with Past
At the close of the ceremony, Willow, Benton, Somerset, East And Shrubs Too
Elsie Singer, Mrs. Daisy Jamie Master Josephine Geele as Lecturer Minnie Vannah pre- Blue Hill, Bunker HiU, Capital
son. Mrs. Margaret Rascoe, and dedication master.
Deep Is Costly
sented a program consisting of and Windsor.
the hostess, Mrs. Mora Thomas.
The 30 by 60 building was con- songs, readings and introduction
A double tiered cake, especial-[
At the first table, high honors structed in 1955 and was first of s ate officers and recognition ly decorated for the occasion., Planting Trees And Shrubs
went to Marion Martin; low. Mar occupied by the Meenahga of state deputies and past depu- was cut and served by Mrs.[
T°° Decp A Costly Error
garet Rascoe. Second table, high Grange on Sept. 19, 1955. Within ties by State Master Dolloff; re- Marguerite Hilton
and Mrs. Ascientist offers this tip to
to Elsie Singer; low to Daisy the five year period, the $10,000 marks by State Master Dolloff Viola Kuhn, Home Economic; home owners whoplantor transJamieson. At 6 o'clock a big mortgage has been paid.
and benediction by State Chap- Committee, at the close of thf plant trees and shrubs this fall:
Togus Veterans
dinner was served including a
The modern building has a lain Royal Brown.
meeting. Cookies,
cake, sand- Don't plant them too deep.
lobster casserole which the visit dinir.g room and kitchen located More than 100 persons
Dr. Philip L. Rusden, path County Agent's Cornet Guests of Red
at- wiches, punch and coffee were
ors enjoyed immensely.
ologist of the Bartlett Tree Reon the ground floor with the tended representing the follow- also served.
By Gilbert Jaeger,
Mrs. Elsie Singer is spending a
----------------------——----- - ------------------------------------------------------ I search Laboratories, says overCounty Agent
Cross Thursday
;wo week visit with her cousin,
Wir.chenbaugh was elected presi- Lee Osgood and Uncle Bert and[ ^eep Planting accounts for a very
Mrs. Tina Christie.
high percentage of loss of trans
HOPE — The Knox County
dent. Other officers were; vice Aunt Belle.
Herbert Peterson was in Rock WALDOBORO
president, Vincent Winchenbach;
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Am:; j Plants. Such loss, he estimates, Dear Farmer:
Chapter, American Red Cross,
Several insects have been re
land Wednesday on business.
secretary, Mrs. Merton Benner; and Evelyn went to Rocklanr runs into thousands of dollars
ponsored an off station picnic
MRS. RENA CROWELL
especially In new communities.
ported recently, as well as othe
James Hanley of Rockland was
ar.d treasurer, Mrs. Margaret Thursday for a few days.
Correspondent
“This tendency to sink shrubs problems affecting not onl; for a group of 30 veterans from
an overnight guest Wednesday of
Mattson.
A
reading
was
given
Mrs.
Albina
Ingalls
came
on
Tel. TEmple 2-9261
the Veterans Hospital at Togus,
their crowns or to plant
hs aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs.
by Mrs. Mamie Benner and an Thursday and will teach at oui [ below
trees below the soil-line mark on Ifarmers' but our urban home'
Thursday, Aug. 20,. at Beaver
•hank Brown.
anniversary cake was served, school this year.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot E. Dow
the trunk is becoming increasing- owner as well. Let's take a
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